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Foreword 

Since this pamphlet was first written, a number 
of events have taken place which should be borne in 
mind in reading what follows. Outstanding among 
these events is the cruel defeat suffered by the Ger. 
man working class at the hands of triumpbant Fasc
ism. The victory of the barbaric capitalist reaction 
in Germany was mad'e possible essentially by the im. 
potence of the proletariat. In turn, that was induced 
by the craven treachery of the par'ty of the Second 
International, and the bankruptcy into which the 
official Communist party was thrown by Stalinism. 

The collapse of the German Communist Pllrty 
removes from the dwindling ranks of the Communist 
Internationall the last of its Re'ctions possessfng any 
mass following or Influence. What is left of this or. 
ganization lies prostrate, bleeding from a thousand' 
wounds, rendered Incapable of rising again as a l"P.V

olutionary or progressive foree by the stranglehold 
of the Russian Soviet bureaucracy. 

rr'he defeat of the German proletariat and its 
Communist party is the terrifying payment they were 
forced to make for the demoraliZlfltion, disorientation 
and bureaucratic Centrism to which they were sub. 
j'ected for ten years by the Stalinist ma'chine. The 
German working class must now su1fer all the diab
olical torture of the Hitlerite savages, and 8S a con. 
sequence, the working class of the entire world is 
also set back. Not because the triumph of Fascism 
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was ·inevitable. Quite the contrary. Had the Ger. 
man proletariat been mobilized in the united front 
movement for which we o.gitated unremittingly, and 

. for which we were condemned as counter.revolution
. ists and "social-Fascists", the Brown Shirts would 
have been crushed and never have reached the seat 
of power. The social democrats on the one hand, 
and the Stalinists on the other, stood like boulders 
in the path of the working class. Instead of the 
accelerator of the revolution, the Stalinists acted' as 
. a brake upon it. 

This foreword can pretend only to the briefest 
reference to the new problems, for 0. more extensive 
elucidation of which the voluminous literature of 
our movement must be eonsllited. Suffice it to say 
that the German events, o.nd the bureaucratic self
contentment and unconcern, deepening of the errors 
and disintegration of Stalinism· aDd its parties which 
,followed them, have brought us to the' ineluctable 
con-clusion : 

That the Communist International has been 
strangled by Stalinism, is oonkrupt, is beyond' recov. 
ery or restoration on Marxian foundations; 

That the internally devoured Stalinist parties 
which proved so impotent at the decisive moment of 
struggle against the class enemy in China, then in 
swift succession in Germany, Austritft, Bulgaria, .now 
in .czechoslovakia, tomorrow elsewhere--will never 
be able to deal with the burning problems of the 
struggle in any of the other countries; 

That this holds true especially, and a~")vei all. 
of the sttuati()n in the Soviet Union, where the dan-
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gers to the workers' state multiply without a corre
sponding growth of strength of the proletario.n or. 
ganizations ; 

That the wealth of past experience and the 
whole of the present world situation dictates to the 
earnest revolutionist the course of breaking relent. 
lessly and completely with the decadent Stalinist 
appamtus and embarking upon the course of building 
up a new Communist International and new Com. 
munist parties in every country of the world. 

The Left OPPOSition, breaking with its past 
policy of acting as a faction of the official party, 
has solemnly dedicated itself to this tremendous hiM. 
torical task. To the new movement it offers that 
rich and comprehensive experience, that tested and 
verified body of revolutionary ideas and criticism 
which it developed' in the ten years of its existence 
as a distinct current in the revolutionary movement. 
It came into being as the direct heir o.nd executor of 
fundamentally the same tendency which originated 
with Marx and Engels, was first victorious in the 
Russian revolution, and' will find its full fruition in 
the world revolution for the liberation of human kind. 

November 1933. -M. S. 

, 
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TEN YEA.RS 
THE HISTOR.Y AND PR.INCIPLES 

OF THE LEFT OPPOSITION 

The.., Left Opposition and the.., Communist 

Movement 

T HE Communist movement throughout the world 
is passing through a terrific crisis. From the 

day the Communist International was founded in 
Moscow in 1919, it has experienced several critical 
periods. A clear dividing line, however, cuts those 
into two principal parts. One covers the first five 
years of the International, during which are gener
ism. To accomplish this eim is the historic mission 
were purged of accidental and non-Communist ele
ments. On the other side of the line are the last 
nine years, with an almost uninterrupted crisis of 
decline, during which the revolutionary wing was 
amputated from the parties. 

The marks of this crisis are evident for all who 
have eyes to see with. In its early years the Com
munist International was a virile, growing move
ment whose authority, prestige and success rose in 
every land under the guidance of Lenin and Trotsky. 
The present leadership of the International has re 
duced it to stagnation or decline. A 'crisis which 
shakes the capitalist world as it has never been 
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sbaken 8ince the world war, finds the International 
powerless to act. In Spain, a popular uprising of 
the masses offers the Communists their first big 
opportunity to lead a proletarian battle for emanci
pation; only, there is no Communist party. In Eng
land, France, the United States, Czechoslovakia, the 
Scandinavian countries, Poland, China, India-in all 
those countries where Communism was once repre
sented by mass parties or parties on the road to 
embracing masses-the section of the International 
writhes in the agony of impotence. 

With insignificant exceptions, not one of the 
authentic leaders of world Communism during the 
first years of its organized existence, is to be found 
in its ranks today-including and, primarily, the 
Russian party. Everywhere, the Communist parties 
have become sieves into which ever new sections of 
the working class are poured by the capitalist 
crisis, only to be lost through the holes of bureau
cratism and false poliCies. Almost thirteen years 
after the founding of the International, the over
whelming majority of its greatly reduced member
ship has not been in the party ranks for 10ngeI" 
than two years; the old members have been lost 
or expelled. 

Why is this disastrous situation of concern to 
every worker cons'cious of his class interests? For 
the following reasons: 

Communism is the hope of the whole working 
class. A classless socialist commonwealth cannot ~e 
attained without the overthrow of the rule of capital
ally recorded crises of growth, in which the parties 
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of the working class. The sharpest and most etre:c
tlive :instrument at the command of the workerS in 
the strliggle against their dass enemy, is the rev
olutionary political party. Such a party is not the 
work of one day or one man. It grows out of the 
needs of the clas~ whose ini;~rests it represents, un
til it embraces the most advnnced, the most militant 
and the best tested fightf·r~. 

When the ruling class has lost the following of 
the mfisses. when it can no longer satisfy evcm 
their most elementary daily needs, and when the 
masses transfer their conlldeJice to thei~ own daF.Fl 
pa~ty.-the ranks <.Jf the latter are CJtlcngthene<l and 
st~led to the point where it is enabled to .llght the 
final battle. In raising the proletariat to the posi
tion ~f the ruling class, a new page is opened up in 
human history, for the workers cannot liberate 
themselves without emancipating the whole of hu
manity. To lead the proletariat in this titanic in
spiring struggle modern history offers as the most 
highly developed, as the only possible lead~l'IBhip
the Communist party. 

. ' . The only other party that presumes to speak 
in the name of labor is the social democracy, or 
the socialist party. But in reality, it is the party 
of the petty bourgeoisie, the last pillar of capitalist 
democracy. From a defense of "democracy in gen
eral", it switches to the defense of "democracy in 
partfcular", that is, a defense of its specific capital
ist fatherland. It sacrifices the interests of the 
world proletariat to ·the interests of its own national 
labor aristocracy and middle class. 

During the war, the socialists were the main in-
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struments of imperialism in the ranks of the work
ing claiss. They supported the imperialist war, each 
in the interests of his own ruling class. After the 
war, the socialists missed no opportunity to range 
themselves on the side of the capitalist class in 
the fierce struggle to put down the revolutionary 
proletariat-by force of arms, if necessary. 

From its foundation day, the Communist Inter
national declared pitiless war against socialist 
treachery, against corruption and degeneration in 
the working class, against bureaucratism and oppor
tunism. The Communist parties everywhere were 
born and grew up in combat against socialil;lt re
action. The torn, confused and scatterea i'aaKS of 
the revolutionary movement throughout the world 
were re-united under the banner of the Russian rev-

. olution and world Communism. Into the darkness of 
reaction which the socialists had propped up firmly 
in the saddle, the Communists brought the light of 
worJdng class progress. They broke. the strangulat
ing noose of class collaboootion which the socialists 
had tightened around the neck of the proletariat . 
The masses were once more led upon the road of 
class struggle. In every field of proletarian en
deavor-in the trade unions, in str'ikes, in parlia
ment, in demonstrations, in the cooperatives, in the 
sports organizations-the Communists reawakpned 
the depressed spirit of the workers, fortified them 
with new courage, enlightened them with new ideas. 
inspired them to new militancy. The post-war reac
tion in every land found only the young Communi8t 
movement standing up to give warning to the blood. 
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and profit soaked bourgeoisie--not merely that its 
offensive against labor would not proceed without 
resistance, but that labor itself was taking the of
fensive to uproot the decaying old society and 'to 
found a new one. 

Communism-the ideal revived by the Russian 
Bolshevik revolution-was and remains the . hope of 
the oppressed and exploited. But if the party of 
Communism is incapable of successfully leading the 
strnggle for l'maneipation, no other force will ever 
unseat the rule of capital. This is why the condi
tion and development of the Communist Internation
al vitally a1fects all workers. Our internal dis
putes and struggles are not, therefore, a private 
affair. They concern the whole working class. 

The Left Opposition, organized in this country 
as the Cpmmunist League of America.- (Opposition). 
was born out of the crfsis in the Communist Inter
natonal. Its e1forts are directed at solving thi8 
crisis. This stupendous task requires the coopera
tion of the greatest possible number of Communist 
and class conscious militants. In order to gain 
this cooperation and so that it may be of greater value 
than mere sentimental sympathy, it is necessary to 
understand the origin and the nature of the crisis 
in Communism at the most important points in its 
development. In examining into them, the reader 
will at the same time be able to check the views of 
the Left Opposition against the aetual course . of 
events; nothing can serve asa more conclusive test 
of confiicting views in the revolutionary movement. 
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Th~ Fight for Party Democracy 

L IKE the Communist International itself, the Left 
Opposition quite na tUNll1y was formed in the 

crucible of the wor~d revolution, the Soviet Union. 
It took shape for the first time as a distinct group
ing in the Communist party in 1923, headed by Leon 
TrOtsky, who stood with Lenin as the outstanding 
leader of the Russian revolution and the Commun
ist International 

The workers' republic was at that moment pass
ing through a d!filcult period. With the New Eco
n.omic Policy (N. E. P.), ad'opted in 1921, a large 
measure of success hnd been obtained in restoring 
the economic life of the country. The relationships 
between the workers and peasants, upon which rests 
the security of the proletarian dictatorship in Rus
sia, were strengthened. Most of the rigors ot the 
"War Communism" days when the revolution fought 
against civil war and imperialist intervention, wer'e 
overcome. At the same time, however, new prob
lems were arising, sometimes so acutely that they 
took on the forms of a crisis. 

To use the commonly accepted term coined by 
Trotsky, the workers' republic was pa'ssingthrough 
a "seissors" cris1s. The "opening" of the scissors 
represented the gap created by the rise in the p~ 
of manufactured commodities and the decline In the 
pJ.'ice of agricnltur'al products. The problem wae to 
bring prices In both sectors into closer harmony· 
with each other. 
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Factories were finding it difficult to dispose of 
their products and production was consequently 
slowed down. Wages were paid with decreasing 
regular'ity and paid in a depreciated money which 
failed to sattsfy the needs of the workers. Not 
only did unemployment grow, but the workers and 
peasants found it increasingly hard to purchase 
manufactured goods. The discontentment of the 
workers even took the form of strikes. 

The situation also accentuated the dissatisfac
tion of the members of the Communist party. While 
the "War' Communism" atmosphere was largely 
eliminated from the country's economy,· after the 
counter-revolution had been smashed and the NEP 
put into etrect, it still prevailed within the party. 
The intensely military regime imposed upon the 
party by the demands of the civil war, had not 
merely outlived the war' period itself but had, in 
some respects, become more dangerous. A vast 
hierarchy of appointed offi·cials had taken the place 
of a freely elected party apparatus. The initiative 
and independen'ce of the rank and file party member 
were being stified. The entrenchment of a bureau
cr'atic caste was producing clandestine factional 
groupings in the party, with Menshevik or anarcho
syndlcalist coloration, it is true, but nevertheless 
reflecting a deep dissatisfaction of the party mem
bership. 

The danger of bureaucratism and the need for 
wOr'kers' democracy in the party had been openly 
indicated by Lenin before his illness compelled him 
to withdraw from active party life. He had not only 
written some scathing passages against bureaucrat-
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tsm and the bureaucrats, but he had even urged 
Trots~y to undertake, on behalf of both of them, 
an energetic campaign in the party to purge it of 
this destructive cancer. The 10th Party Congress, 
under Lenin's direction, had already adopted a re
solution for the vigorous execution of the policy of 
party democracy. After' the 12th Congress, which 
reaffirmed the resolution, it was still permitted to 
remain a dead letter, and the increasingly bad sit
uation was not improved. to any degree. 

A picture of conditions in the party was given 
at that time by so staunch a supporter' of the lead
ing faction as Bucharin himself: 

"If we conducted an investigation and inquired 
how often our party elections are conducted with 
the question from the chair, 'Who is for?' and 'Who 
is against?' we should easily diJS·cover that in the 
majority of cases our' elections to the party organi
zations have become elections in quotation marks, 
for the voting takes place not only withou~ prelim
inary discussion, but according to the formula, 'Who 
is against?' And since to speak against the author
ities is a bad business the matter ends right there. 

. "If you raise the question of our party meet
ings, then how does it go her'e? .. Election of the 
presidium of the meeting. Appears some comrade 
from the District Committee, presents a list, and 
asks, 'Who is against?' Nobody is against, and the 
busineSlS is considered finished ... With the order ott 
the day, the same procedure ... The chairman asks, 
'Who is against?' Nobody is against. The resolu
tion is unanimously adopted. There you have the 
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customary type of situation in our party organiza
tions. It goes without saying that this gives rise 
to an enormous wave of dissatisfaction. I gave you 
several examples from the life of our lowest branch
es. The same thing is noticeable in a slightly chang
ed form in the succeeding ranks of our party hler
atchy." 

To meet this situation. Trotsky addressed a let
ter' to the Central Committee of the party on Oct
oebr 8, 1923, expressing his views on the cOllflition 
of national economy and the party. He was followed 
by a letter signed by 46 of the party leaders who 
joined hands with him on most of the essential 
ideas he had set down. In addition, Trotsky devoted 
a series of articles to the situation which were 
assembled into a pamphlet called "The New Course" 
-the phrase used to define the turn which Trotsky 
urged the party to make in the realm of economics 
and within its own ranks. The fight made by Trot
skY, in which he was immediately joined by what 
was called the "Moscow Opposition", centered 
around the demand for a genuine application of the 
resolution on workers' democracy and the coordina
tion of industry with agriculture on the basis of a. 
plan in economy. 

The Opposition's demand, contrary to the ab
surd arguments of the ruling faction, had nothing 
in common with the Menshevik fight for "pure dem
o'cracy". The Mensheviks and other Right wing 80-

'Claltsts everywhere have always stood on the plat
form of overthrowing the proletarian dictator~hip 
in Russia and restoring a regime of capitalist "dem
ocracy". Under it the Russian socialists would be 
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able to operate in the same treacherously respectable 
manner that has made their brethren the world over 
so odious. 

The Opposition demanded workers' democracy 
in order to prevent a bureaucratic degeneration of 
the party and the proletarian dictatorship. The 
warnings of 'l'rotsky in 1923, in which he merely 
elaborated Lenin's words that "history knows degen
erations of all sorts", were denounced as sian deN 
by that very same "Old Guard" and "Leninist Cen
tral Committee" which broke into dozens of frag
ments in the years that followed. 

The program for restoring workers' democracy 
and eliminating the bureaucratic deformities which 
were beginning to cripple the party and the di:cta
torship, had another important aspect. From the 
very beginning, it was coupled with the perspec
tive of speeding up the industrialization of econom
ically backward Russia. 

Trotsky pointed out that the workers' republic 
could! overcome the obstacle of a primitively organ
ized and managed agriculture and enter the broad 
highway towards socialism, only by laying a solid 
foundation in the form of big-scale machine industry. 
:With such a base, the proletariat would be able to 
satlsfy the needs of the peasantry for cheap manu
factured products. By pursuing a policy of sys
tematically reducing the economic and political im 
portance of the exploiting peasants (the kulaks) • 
it would commence in earnest the socialist trans
formation of an agriculture provided with the tech
nical equipment of large industry. 

To aCcomplish these ends, Trotsky advocated 
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the centralization of national economy and its har
monized direction by means of a national, long-term 
plan, pointing to the successes attained in 1920 by 
planned economy in the. field of restoring the eftl
eiancy of railroad transportation. The antagonism 
which the proposal for economic planning met in 
the party leadership in those days is astounding in 
the face of the general acceptance of the idea a 
decade later and the tremendous progress made by 
applying planned economy five years after it was 
first advanced in the party by the Opposition. 

The essence of the dispute on this score was 
not put badly by Zinvoiev, a violent opponent of 
Trotsky at the time and spokesman for the Stalin
Buc~arin-Zinoviev majority faction, in his speech 
of January 6, 1924: "It seems to me, comrades, that 
the obstinate persistence in clinging to a beautiful 
plan is intrinsically nothing else than a considerahle 
concession to the old-1iashioned view that a good 
plan is a universal remedy, the last word in wis
dom. Trotsky's standpoint has g\reaUy implressed 
many students. 'The Central Committee has no plan, 
and we really must have a pian!' is the cry we 
hear today from a certain section of the students. 
The reconstruction of economics in a country like 
Russia is indeed the most difficult problem of our 
revolution ... We want to have transport affairs man
aged by Dzherzhinsky; economics by Rykov; finance 
by Sokolnikov; Trotsky, on the other hand, wants to 
carry out everything with the aid of a 'state plan'." 

In this as in every other case where the major'
ity came into contlict with the Opposition, the course 
of the elass struggle took it upon itself to justify 
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a hundred times over the point of view originally 
advanced by Trotsky and his comrades. The major
ity met the Opposition's program for planned econ
omy with the only weapons at their oommand
ridicule, abuse and misrepresentation. In the end 
they were reluctantly compelled to borrow whole
sale from the very same program to vote against 
which they had years before mobilized the whole 
Communist movement. 

Unable to meet the Opposition on the questions 
which it actually raised, the party leaders resorted 
to aU manner of demagogy. What Trotsky actually 
wrote was twisted and distorted beyond recognition. 
Where he advocated drawing the young Communist 
generation closer into the leadership so that it 
might restore its vitality his standpoint was pre
sented to the party as if he stood for pitting the 
"young" agAinst the "old"-the timeworn trick of an 
opportunistic bureaucracy. Where he pointed out 
that the principal cause tor the formation of so 
many factions in the party resided in the repression 
of all initiative and criticism from the ranks, he was 
charged with defending factions as a principle. 
Where he pointed out that all history revealed that 
no leadership was immune from degeneration, that 
the party must Sake drastic measures to guard 
against the rise of bureaucratism-the others 
charged him with declaring that the party hadl 
degenerated and the revolution had been swamped 
by a bureaucracy. IWhere he pointed out that the 
town must lead the country, the worker the peasant, 
and industry agriCulture-he was subjected to the 
reactionary accusation of "underestimating the 
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peasantry" . 
With the tremendous apparatus at their com

mand, the party leaders were able to swing to 
their support a majority \of the party members. 
The control of the machinery of the Communist In
ternational further facilitated the "voting down" 
of the Opposition in the parties abroad, in which 
not one-tenth of the members had ever seen or read 
what Trotsky himself actually wrote and stood for! 

One of the main reasons for the comparative 
ease with which a majority was rigged up against 
the Left wing of the party. was the event which 
took place almost at the same time as the RusJian 
discussion. This was the October 1923 retreat of 
the Communists in Germany, which had a powerful 
effect not only on the Russian discussion but also 
on the life of the international Communist move
ent for several years to come. 

Th~ Lessons of October 

G .DRMANY in the autumn of 1923 was confronted 
with a revolutionary situation favorable in the 

highest degree to the pro1etariat ... The Communist 
party was not only gtowing stE'adily, but the rulfng 
class encounteted new difficulties every day. The 
occupation of the Ruhr by France re-enacted the 
World War on a smaller scale and hrought to the 
breaking point all those contradictions of European 
capitalism which the Versaille!'l Treaty had only ac
lcentuated. So ripe was the situation that. as Trot
sky wr'ote, "it became quite clear that the German 
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bourgeoisie could extricate itself from this 'inextri. 
cable' poSition only if the CommuniJst party did not 
understand at the right time that the position of 
the bourgeoisie was 'inextricable' and did not draw 
the necessary revolutionary conclusions". 

Yet this is precisely what the Communist party 
failed to understand and to do. The high point of 
the revolutionary situation was reached in October. 
The leadership, steeped. in the habits of the gradual 
and normal accumulation of forces on the side of 
the party, remained entirely passive or kept to the 
old place. The desperate bourgeoisie attacked. in 
military formation, overthrew the socialist-Commun
ist coalition governments in Saxony and Thuringia. 
and won a decisive victory without the party tiring 
a shot. At the crudal moment, the Communist 
leaders sounded the call tor an ignominious ret!."eat. 
The party was thrown into despair and the masses 
into contusion. 

The policy pursued by the party leaders in 
Germany was not peculiar to Brandler and Thal
heimer. It was derived from the leadership of the 
Communist International and the RUssian Com
munist party, that is, of the same faction which 
had launched the war against Trotsky a few months 
previously. The fatal policy of hesitation, doubt, 
of counting up the armed forces on both sides of 
the barricades to see which class had a majoritT 
of one soldier-was injecte4 into the veins of the 
already sluggish and timid German party leaden 
by the equally timid and hesitant Russian party 
leaders. 

Bere is what Stalin wrote to Zinoviev and 
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Bucharin in August 1923 about the situation in Ger
many: "Should the Communists (at the present 
stage) strive to seize power without the social dem
ocracy~re they ripe for this already,-this in my 
opinion is the ql.!c".tion .... If now in Germany, the 
power, so to say, will fall and the Communists will 
seize it, they will fall through with a crash. This 
is in the 'best' case. And in the worst-they'll be 
smashed to bits a!!d thrown b~ck. The thing is not 
in this, that Brandler wants to teach the mao:;ses, 
but that the bourgeoisie plus the Right social dem
ocracy would surely turn this teaChing-demonstra
tion into a general slaughter (at present they have 
all the chances for it) and would destroy them. 
Certainly the Fascists are not napping, but it is 
more advantageous to us for the Fascists to atta'ck 
fir'st: this will rally the whole working class around 
the Communists. (Germany is not Bulgaria). Be
sides, the FasciEts in Germany, according to the data 
we .have, are weak. In my estimation the Germans 
must be restrained, not spurred on." What S.t~lin 

did was simply to set down in a letter what was 
uppermost in the minds of all the other members 
of his faction. Together with Zinoviev, he failed to 
heed the criticisms which Trotsky made of the Ger
man party leaders, weeks and months before the 
crUCial hour struck. On the contrary, they jumped 
to the defense of Brandler and Thalheimer. In the 
.official matcrial issued on the September 1923 Plenum 
of the Russian party Central Committee, weeks before 
the German retreat, they wrote: 

"Comrade Trotsky; before leaving the session of 
the Central Committee, made a speech which greatly 
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excited lall .the Central ICommIttee metnbem. He 
declared in this speech that the leadership of the 
German Communist Party is worthless and that the 
Central Committee of the German C. P. is allegedly 
permeated with fatalism and sleepy-headedness, etc. 
Comrade Trotsky declared further that under' these 
conditions the German revolution is condemned to 
failure. This speech produced an astounding impres
eion. Stin the majority of the comrades were of 
the opinion that thls phillipic was called forth by 
an incident that occurred' at the Plenum of the Cen
tral Committee Which had nothing to do with the 
Ger'man revolution and that this statement wa.s in 
contradiction to the objectiVe state of affairs." 

It was only after the crushing October defeat 
that Brandler and Thalheimer were made the scape
goats by Zinoviev and Stalin. They were held to 
be exclusively responsible for the course to which 
they had been inspired by the leadership of the Com
intern. The establishment of Brandler's culpabnity 
in the German situation constituted the beginning 
and the end of the analysis made by the bureaucracy. 
And u very cC'nvenient analysis it was, for it shifted 
from the shoulders of Stalin and Zinoviev their own 
heavy responsibilities for what happened-as well as 
for what did not happen-in Germany. 

But if they were remiss in their duty, the task 
of examining the German October was brilliantly 
performed bY' Trotsky in his "Lessons of October." 
The essence of this document lies in a masterful 
comparison of the problems confronting the Rus
sian BolSheviks on the eve of the insurrection, and 
how they solved them successfully, with the prob-
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lems confronting' the German and Bulgarian partiM 
and how they failed to solve them. (In September, 
a month before the October defeat, the Bulgarian 
Communist party had also suffered a crushing blow 
which set it back for years.) In summing up his 
study, which was calculated to educate the Com
munist parties in the acute problems of the prole
tarian uprising-seen in the light of a great victory 
and a grave defeat-Trotsky wrote later on: 

"The German defeat of 1923 naturally had 
many national peculiarities. But it already con
tained many typical features, also, which signa.Uzed 
a general danger. This danger can be character
ized as the crisis of the revolutionary leadership on 
the eve of the transition to armed uprising. The 
depths of the proletarian party are by their very 
nature far less susceptible to bourgeois public opin
ion. Certain elements of the party leadership and . 
the middle layers of the party will always unfail
ingly succumb in larger or smaller measure to the 
material and ideological terror of the bourgeoisie. 
Such a danger should not simply be rejected. To be 
sure, there is no remedy against it suitable for all 
cases. Nevertheless, the first step towards fighting 
it-is to grasp its nature and its source. The un
failing appearance of the development ot Right 
groupings in all the Communist parties in the 'pre
October' period is on the one hand a result of the 
greatest objective difficulties and dangers of this 
'jump' but on the other hand the result of a furious 
assault of bourgeois public opinion. There also 
lies the whole import of the Right groupings. And 
that is just why irresolution and vaeillatioDII arise 
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unfailingly in the Communist parties at the moment 
when it is mOiSt dangerous. With us, ollly a min
ority within the party leadership was seized by 
BUch vacllIat\ons ,in 1917, which were, blpwfever, 
overcome, thanks to the sharp energy of Lenin. In 
Germany, on the contrary, the leadership as a whole 
vacillated and that was carried over to the party 
and through it to· the "Class. The revolutionary sit
uation was thereby passed up ... All these were not 
of course the last crisis of leadership in a decisive 
hisrorical moment. To limit these inevitable crilles 
to a minimum is one of the most important tasks of 
the Communist parti~ and the Comintem. Tb.1s 
can be achieved only when the experiences of Oct
ober 1917 and the political 'content of the Right 
Opposition inside our party at that time are grasped 
and. contrasted. with the experiences of the German 
party in 1923. Therein lies the purpose of the 
'Lessons of October'." 

It is precis.ely this analysis which the Russiall 
party leaders BOught with might and main to avoic!. 
When· Trotsky sPoke of the Right wing in the Rus
sian party in 1917, everybooy knew that he refer
red to Ziooviev, Kamenev, Rykov, Tomsky, Stalin 
and the others who had, at one time or another 
in the months preceding the Bolshevik uprising, 
taken a stand against the sodalist revolution to
wardswhtch Lenin and Trotskv were steering the 
party. They knew, tnrthE'l'. that an examfn&tlOD 
into this highly imp!)rtant phase of the German re
treat would reveal that these same lenders bad not 
risen very much higher on the revolutiona17 s'ea}e 
In 1923 than they had in 1917. 
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As a result, the· rkh lessons afforded the work· 
ing cURss and Communist movements by the de
feats in Germany and Bulgaria were not drawn by 
the leadership of the Communist International. It 
resolved to sacrifice them in the interests of the 
struggle against "Trotskyism" which they invented 
in order to cover up their own disastrous course. 
The official press was filled with interminable articles 
and speeches by the party leaders, denouncing and 
distorting Trotsky's position, boasting of their own 
"Leninist purity", and demanding that the whole 
International record itself against the Opposition. 

An example of how the Communist International 
registered itself agaiIlJSt Trotsky is offered by the 
voting in the American party. Although the "Les
sons of October" was never printed by the party 
in the English language and never read by ninety· 
nine percent of the membership or leadership in the 
United States, th0Y were all compelled to cast a 
solemn vote· in support of the "Leninist Old Guard" 
and' in condemnation of Trotsky's views. This per
nicious system waS( later extend'ed IRnd sanctified to 
such a degree that in every subsequent dispute be
tween the bureau'craey and the Opposition, it was 
taken for granted that the latter was wrong. l,t bad 
to be attacked even though its viewpoint was never 
made public to the CommuniJst workers. 

This corruption of the parties became the char
:tcteristic feature that distinguished all the follow
ing years of the campaign against the Left Opposi
tion, down to this very day. N or could it be other
wise. iWhoever is sure of his position need not fear 
the presentation of the 'Opposing standpoint. Only 
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those who 'are obliged to defend a false position, 
must use the bureaucrati'c'means of suppressing the 
contrary standpoint, for in an objective and dem
ocratically organized discussion the incorrect view 
would be unable to stand up under fire. 

Th~ Theory of Socialism in On~ 
Country 

T HE defeat of the September 1923 insurrection 
in Bulgaria and the October retreat in Germany, 

followed a few months later by the crushing of the 
Reval uprising in Esthonia, opened up a new period 
of development in Europe, replete with far-reaching 
consequences. The retreat in Germany gave the' 
bourgeoisie the breathing space it sought and needed. 
A few months later, the enfeebled system of Ger
man capitalism was re-invigorated by the injections 
of gold it received under the Dawes plan. In Eng
land, the MacDonald Labor government came into 
power for the first time. In France, the liberal 
Herriot ministry was established and the immediate 
danger of a, new "Ruhr atta'ck" upon Germany re
ceded into the political background. 

Among the terrific effects of the fatal German 
'retreat, could already be discerned the following: 
the big post-war tidoal wave of revolution had de
finitely ebbed. A period of bourgeois demoeratic 
pacifism was opening up in Europe. In Central 
Europe, at the very least, the Communist movement 
was weakened by the defeats suffered; and these 
same defeats had given the social democracy a new 
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lease of life. 
None of these symptoms of the period was 

acknowledgeu bJT the Comintern leadership. When 
they were' pointed out by Trotsky, who proposed that 
the International should direct its course in harmony 
with the newly-created situation, he was simply 
'attacked as a ... liquidator. As late as the Fifth 
Congress of the Comintern, in 1924, Stalin, Zinoviev, 
Bucharin and all the other Trotsky-baiters pro
daimed that the revolutionary situation was right 
ahead, that the October defeat was a mere epiJJode, 
and that the Opposition had lost faith in the rev
olution! 

As the weeks extended into months, they threw 
a cold light upon this ligblt-minded analysis. It 
became clear to all that the revolutionary wave had 
actually receded. In the minds of those who ac
cused the OPPOSition of "liquidatio.nism", aI'lO!Be the 
conviction that the revolution in Western Europe 
was postponed for a long, long time to come. What 
remained to be done, thought the bureaucrats, was 
to consolidate what had already been conquered,
Russia-and to cease expending energy upon a 
Western European revolution which had dropped to 
the bottom of the agenda. . 

It is under these circumstances, and with this 
pessimistic frame of mind into which the Centrist 
and IRight wing party bureaucracy worked itself, 
that the theory of "socialism in one country" was 
developed. According to this theocy, which deals 
with the fundamental question dividing the Lett Op
position from the Right wing and the Centrist fa'c
tion in the Communist movement, a classless sooiaJ.-
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lst society can be buil't up in one single country 
alone, the Soviet Union, even if the proletariat in 
the more ad'vanced countries does not succeed in 
seizing power. 

'rhe mere formulation of the theory reveals 
that its authors CO'uld have produlced it only it 
their belief in the world revolution was shattered. 
It is impossible to conceive that Rus:sia will com
plete a classless society sooner than the workers 
of one country or another in Europe will seize power. 

Losovsky, the head of the Red International ot 
Labor Unions, only expressed what was uppermost 
in the minds of his associates at that time when he 
wrote that the stabilization of Europe wov,ld last 
for decades. (This was some time after the Dawes 
Plan, when even the Stalinists were compelled to 
acknowledge the advent of a precarious capitallilt 
stabilization). If that were the case, the Leninist 
dictum that we are l'iving in a period of wars and 
proletarian revolution, no longer held good. In any 
case, the revolution WtRS a long way off. Then what 
point is there in bending our energies upon revolu
tions outside of Russia which will not take place, 
especially when there is so much to be "done at 
home", and more especially, when "we have all the 
prerequisites needed to build up a socialist so'clety 
by ourselves"? 

Utopian socialists and nationalists have ad.
vocated the theory ot socialism in a single country 
before this time. In Germany today, the theory of 
an "independent" national economy, which progres
sively diminishes its connection with world economy 
to the vanishing point-"autar'chy", as it is caUed-
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Is the reactionary ideal of Hitler's FasciSts. 
In the Communi-st movement this idea was never 

heard of until the fateful days of 1924. Marx and 
Engels specifically polemicized against the idea of 
a national socialist utopia in all their writings. Even 
Stalin was compelled to admit that the two founders 
of scientific socialism never entertained the idea, 
when he said that the possibility of building social
ism in a single country was "first formulated bl 
Lenin in 1915." (As will be seen, even the refer. 
ence to Lenin is entirely unfounded.) 

The program of the Bolshevik party under which 
it carried out the 1917 revolution, does not contain 
a reference to this theory. The program of the 
Young Communist League of Russia, adopted in 1921 
~nder the !Supervision of Bucharin 'and the Cen
tral Committee of the party, says that Russia "can 
arrive 'at Socialism only through the world pro
letarian revolution, whfch epoCh of development we 
have now entered." The draft of an international 
program at the Fourth Congress of the Comintern 
in 1922, submitted by Bucharin and Thalheimer, says 
not '8. word about the possibility of building a s0-

cialist society in one country alone. The same con
gress, in its unanimously adopted resolution on the 
Russian revolution, "reminds the proletarians of 
all .QOuntries that the proletarian revolution caD 
Ilever be completely victorious wlithin one singl. 
country, but that it must win the victory internation
ally, as the world revolution". 

In 1919, Bu'charin, one of the later prophets of 
the evangel of national socialism, wrote that "the 
period ot the great development of the productive 
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for'ces (to say nothing of completing a socialist so
ciety !-M. S. ) can begin only with the victory of 
the proletariat in several large countries". Lenin 
asserted "in many of our works, in all our speeches 
and in the whole of our press that matters in RUB
sia are not such as in the advan'ced capitaUst coun
tries, that we have in Russia a minority of indus
trial wdr'kel'!S and an overwhlelmlng mrajority of 
small agmrians. The social revolution in such a 
country can be finally successful only on two condi
tions: first, on the condition that it is given timely 
support by the social revolution of one or several 
advanced 'countries ... Second, that there be an agree
ment between the proletariat which establishes the 
dictatorship or holds State power in its hands and 
the majority of the peasantry. We know that only 
an agreement with the peasantry can save the social 
revolution in Russia so long as the revolution in 
other countries has not arrived". 

Stalin himself, who first formulated the theory 
of national socialism, wrote in the first edition of 
his "Problems of Leninism" that "the main task 
of socialism-the organiation of sociaUst production 
--6till remains ahead. Can this task be accom
plished., can the final victory of socialism in one 
country be attained, without the joint efforts of the 
proletariat of several advanced countries? No, this 
is impossible ... For the final victory of socialism, 
for the organization ot socialist construction, the 
efforts of one country, particularly of such a peasant 
country as Russia, are insufficient. For this the 
efforts of the proletarians of several advanced 
countries are necessary". 
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It is only in the second edition of the same 
work, printed in the same year, that he turned 
thiB clear and definite conclusion inside out and pre
sented the still cautious formula which has since 
been developed into an unrestr3Jined nationalistic 
g.ospel: "After the victorious proletariat of one 
country has. consolidated its power and has won 
over the peasantry for itself, it can and must build 
up the soci'alist society." 

Nothing that has ever' been said can refute our 
characterization of the .origin and essence of this 
theory, born in the womb of reaction and conceived 
by a defeatist stat€: of mind. The Left Opposition 
argue,d t~at to build a socialist sOciety in the So
viet Union, the aid of the proletarian revolution in 
a more advanced country or countries would be 
required. Together with Stalin and Bucharin, the 
International appamtus of the Com intern argued that 
a socialist SOCiety could be built up without the 
"state aid" of the workers in other oountries-pro
vided there is no military intervention from the 
foreign bourgeoisie! And to prevent this interven
tion, to act merely as fr.ontier guards for the Soviet 
Union, has now beCome the prin'cipal task of the 
Communist parties. The emphasiS is significant. 
Previously, the main task of the various parties was 
the revolution in their respective c.ountry, the vie
tory .of which is the highest guarantee for the vic
tory of world socialism-including socialism in 
Russila. Now the Communist parties have been re· 
duced to the position of "Ffriends" of the Soviet 
Union. 

The "practical" significance of this theoretical 
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dispute cannot be overstated. Socialism is not 
built in one day. Only petty bourgeois anarchists 
believe that the "free society" will be established 
on the morrow of the overthrow of the bourgeois 
state. The Marxists know that "the road .of organi
zation," in Lenin's words, "is (l long road, and' the 
task of $Ociali;st ~nstruction demands a long
drawn-out, stubborn work and real knowledge which 
we do not possess to a sufficient degree. Even the 
next genertation, which will be further devel.oped, 
will probably hardly be able to achieve the 'com
plete transition to socialism" If' it is argued, as 
Stalin does, that this long road will be travelled ita 
full length "alone", before the workers in the other 
countries ha ve overthrown their bourgeoisie, then 
the world proletarian revolution has been post
poned-at least in one's mind-for an indefinite 
period. 

The Opposition believed and declared: The pro
letarian revolution in the West is far e10ser to reali
zation than is the abolition of clas:.3es and the estab
lishment of a socialist society in Russia. If it.' is 
not closer, then the proletarian revolution in Rus
sia is doomed! 

This simple truth was r'epeated a thousand 
times by Lenin, who had not n grain of '\>essimism" 
or "disbelief Fn the Russian revolution" in his make
up. "We do not live," he wrote, "merely in a state 
but in a sYlstem of states and the existence of the 
Soviet republic side by side with imperialist states 
for any length of time is inconeeiViable." This idea 
is permeated. to the letter with realistic Marxian 
interna tionalism. 
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What is this interilatioilaHsm? it is no inere 
loose sentimental addition of national links, uniting 
the workers of the world in a fairy-chain of phrase
ological solidarity. It arises directly out of the 
development of world economy. The imperialist 
stage of capitalism, its expansion on a world scale, 
the tremendous and vital importance of exports and 
imports for the maintenance of capitalism, mono
polies extending to the ends of the earth, the mutual 
dependence of one country upon another-these ar'e 
some of the phenomena of world economy. 

Qapitalism has' not matured fJor the socialist 
revolution in this or that country, large or small, 
backward or advanced. It has matur'ed for social
Lsm on a world scale. Thts flad not only creates 
the basis for a living internationalism, but also for 
the transformation of the old society by the triumph
ant proletar1l8.t. 

But if each countr'y can build an enclosed social
ist society by the efforts and resources of its own 
p~oletariat, then internationalism becomes 18. sentI
mental phrase for holiday resolutions. If it can be 
cOmpleted in backward Russia alone, then surely it 
can be done in more advanced Germany, in France, 
in England, and certainly in the United States. What 
need then have the Communists for a highly-central
ized international of action of their own? 

Furthermore: the development of all existing 
soiciety up to now, and particularly of modern capi
talist Society, has been towar'dI:; increasing world 
inter-relations and inter-dependence. Capitaliam 
reaches its highest stage of evolution, it develops 
to its most majestic economic heights, not by re-
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tiring into its national shells, but by projecting from 
each national terr~tory those links which bind it 
inseparably to the r'est of world economy. The eco
nomy of· the United States, or of France, or of 
India. is merely the "national" manifestation of a 
world economy. The countries of the most backward 
culture. technique and living standards are thoee 
that play the smallest role in world economy; and 
vice versa. 

S,ocialism assumes a vastly higher stage of de
velopment thian that reached by capitalism in Its 
most flourishing days. a higher culture. technique, 
nnd living standard. It means not only the aboUtton 
of classes. but the elimination of the difference be
tween worker and peasant, between town and coun
try, the abolition of agrf:culture by means of Its 
indnstriallzfltion: But this, in turn. means that a 
socialic::;t 8(}('iety must develop much further along 
the economic and technleal (that is, the cultural) 
road than capitalism. 

The theory of sOcialism in one country impUee 
(and its spokesmen state explicity) that this is to 
be accomplLshed by rendering the Soviet Union en
tir'ely independent of the rest of the world. But this 
can be "accomplished" only by taking the road back 
from capitalist evolution which went in the opposite 
dire:ction. The Marxists, in opposition to this reac
tionary, Utopian idea, declare that the road to, 10-

cialism presupposes an increasing participation In 
world economy, not only in the future socialfst world 
economy, but right now, under the conditions of the 
capitalist world market. For this capitalist world 
economy is one to which. accordlnC to Lenin, "". 
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are subo.rdinated, with which we are co.nnected and 
fro.m which we canno.t escape". 

Against the Stalinist theory, the Opposition put 
forward again the classical formula of Marx and 
Engels: the Revolution in permanence. This for
mula, first advanecd by the founders of scientific so
cialism to express the interests of the proletariat at 
the time when the progressive bourgeoisie, having 
come to power, sought to establish "order" and bring 
the revolutionary advance to a halt, was first out
lined by Trotsky at the time of the first Russian rev
olution. In his conception, the approaching revolu
tion in Russia could not stop at the bourgeois dem
ocratic stage after the overthrow of Czari'st absolut
ism, but would be driven on inexorably to the social
ist stage of the dictatorship of the proletariat. But 
it could not remain at this point, either, for the con
tradictions facing a socialist dictatorship in a single 
country, and a prcaominaTItly a~icultural land at 
that, could be solved only on the international 6rena. 
The proletariat, th~refore, far from setting itself the 
t :opian goal of u nationally isolated socialist repub· 
lic, would inscribe upon its banner the slog-an of thf' 
T'erm~ne-;)t revolution, that is, the maintenance of 
the dictatorship in one land was dependent upon 
the extension of the proletarian revolution on a 
world scale, or at least in sf'veral of the advanced 
'capitalist countries of Europf'. 

But if the pr'oletarian revolution in the West 
is, nevertheless, delayed in coming-what shall we 
do then? SOOll we give up power in the Soviet 
V~ion? Is the "annlhUating" poser put by the Stalin-
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ists. Not at all! Lenin and Trotsky, who never be
lieved in the uto.pia of national socialism, stood for 
six years I8.t the head of the proletarian dictatorship 
and never once proposed to "give lip power". What 
they did and what the Left Opposition today pro
poses to do, was to retain the power in the first 
fo.rtress c.onquered by the proletariat. In thiJa fort
ress, while looking forward to the assistance of 
the wo.rkers in o.ther co.untries, the position o.f the 
/Socialistic elements in the country must be streng
thened as against the capitalist elements. This means 
the utilization of the "two lever's" at the command 
of the proletariat: the long lever of internatio.nal 
revo.lutio.n I8.nd the sho.rter lever o.f laying and streng
thening the foundatio.n fo.r a socialist eco.nomy at 
ho.me. 

What it certainly does not mean is that ths 
workers and pe8JSants o.f Russi)a sho.uld be duped 
with the grandiloquent illusion that at the end of 
another five years, "socialism will have been estab
lished"--on the basis of Russia alone and regardleRlil 
of what happens to the revolution in Europe, Asia 
and America. For there will be terrifi:c consequ
ences to account f.or when the reckoning must b. 
given. 

This pernicious theory, which was finally writ-. 
ten into the fundamental program of the Communist 
International in 1928, has brought the greatest harm 
to the revolutionary movement inside of the Soviet 
Union and out. From it flowed that unbroken chain 
of blunders, defeats, catastrophes and sethacks 
which the Communist movement has suffered sin~~ 
1924. Among the fir'st of the events in which this 
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theory disclosed its significance 'Was the British 
General Strike of 1926. 

The... British General Strike... of 1926 

'l\ FTER the German October retreat, the Opposi
~ tion advanced' the idea that the immediately 
l'evolutionary situation was at an end. The official 
viewpoint, propounded at the Fifth Comintern Con
gress in 1924, was that the revolutionary w~ve was 
first beginning to break. Four months after the 
decisive German defeat, Zinoviev announced that 
"Germany is apparently approaching a sharpened' 
civil war". Stalin added: "It i.s false that the de
cisive struggles have already been fought that the 
proletariat has suffered a defeat in these struggles 
and the bourgeoisie has grown stronger' as a result." 

Entirely blind to the fact that a period of capi
talist stabil.WatiQn had set in !as a result of their 
own blunders and shortCOmings, the party bureau
cracy oriented the Comintern on the basis of an 
imminent revolutionary upheaval and civil war. But 
when it became clear even to the blind that the 
perspective of the Fifth Coogress was utterly fulJSe, 
the bureaucracy, intent upon maintaining its own 
prestige, bolstered up its now discredited predictions 
by inventing revolutionary phenomena. In a word, 
the ultr.a-radical phrasemongering of the Fifth Con
gress, led the officialdQm dir'ectly to opportunism, 
to painting in revolutionary colors those movements 
and men who had little or nothin~ in common with 
the revolution. 
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As the revolution did not appear where it was 
predicted (in Germany and Bulgaria), strenuous 
efforts were made to discover the revolutiQn where 
it did not exist. It was in this period, therefore, 
that scarcely a shrewd petty bourgeois or labor 
politician on three cQntinents was not hailed as an 
'~cquisition" to the revolutionary movement. 

Bourgeois agrarian leaders like Green of Neb
raska, Raditch of Yugoslavia, the Catholic adventur
er Miglioli of Italy-were hailed as the "leaders of 
the revolutionary peasants" in the hotch-potch of the 
"Red Peasants' International". The World League 
Against Imperialism was formed by the Comintern 
as a refuge for those discredited labor politiCians, 
pacifists and bourgeois nationalists standing in need 
of protection from the rising militancy of the masses 
who were losing their illusions. American White 
House lobbyists, Arabian princes, Egyptian nation
alists, British labor misleaders, French FreemflSons 
and bourgeois journalists, German and Austrian and 
C.zech doctors and lawyers, guerilla chie:fis and un
employed politiCians from Mexico, Ca1)a,lonian irre
dentists, Ghandists from India-all of them found a 
haven in the anteroom of the CQmintern. The Kuo 
Min Tang of the Chinese bourgeoisie was admitted. 
agj.linst Trotsky's vote, as a fraternal party 1!nto 
the councils of the Communist International! 

Of all the discoveries made in this quest after 
will-o'-the-wisps that were to prop up the fantastic 
edifice of the Fifth Congress, the Anglo-RussJia,n 
Committee proved tQ be one of the most pernicious. 
The Committee was made up of the Councils of the 
trade unions of England and' RUSSia, formed as a 
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result of a British trade union delegation's visit to 
the Soviet Union at the end of 1924. 

The original aim of the committee waa to 
further the establishment of international trade un
ion unity. "The creation of the Anglo-Russian 
Committee," wrote the Opposition in 1927, "was, at 
a eertain moment, a thoroughly correct step. Under 
the influence of the Leftward development of the 
working masses, the liberal labor politicians, just 
like the bourgeois liberals at the <commencement of 
a revolutionary movement, took a step towards the 
Left in order to retain their influence in the masses. 
To hold them there was entirely correct." 

But the scope and attributes of the Committee 
were speedily extended far beyond its original ob
jective. }'rom a temporary bloc between a revolu
tionar'y and. a reformist organization for a clearly 
defined and limited goal, the Committee was endowed 
by Stalin and Br.charin with capaCities and objec
tives whtch it oouid not possibly have. It became, 
according to Stalin in 1926, "the organization of a 
broad movement of the working class against new 
imperialist wars in general and against an interven
tion in our country, espeeially on the part of Eng
land, the mightiest of the imperialist states of 
Europe". The Moscow committee of the party an
nounced that "it will become the organizatory center 
that embraces the international forces of thQ pro
letariat for the struggle ab~inst every endeavor of 
the ir..ternationul bourgeoisie to begin a new war". 

In vain did the Left Opposition argue against the 
falsity of this conception which set up the British 
tubor leaders of the Purcell, Cook, Hicks, Swales 
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and Citrine stripe ~s the revolutionary organizers 
of the world's working class against imperiall.at 
war and for defense of the Soviet repulllic. As had 
become the custom, its arguments were not d~lt 
with. It was simply accused of oppo.sing the united 
front policy and of being in the pay of Sir Austen 
Chamberlain! 

'l1he Stalinist conception of the role and nature 
of the Anglo-Russian Committee flowed directly 
from the theory of socialism in one country. Ac
cording to the latter, Russia could build up its own 
nationally isolated socialist economy, "if" only for
eign military intervention could be staved off. Th1B 
is the idea which impelled the Stalinists to search 
frantically for "anti-interventionists" and to convert 
the Communist parties into Soviet border patrols. 
Purcell, who needed the alliance with the Soviets 
as a ,shield from the attacks of the revolutionary 
militants in England, was hailed as one of the or
ganizers of the struggle against the military inter'
vention, which alone could prevent Russia from 
building a socialist society. The trade union bloc 
quickly became a political bloc between the reform
ists of England and the Russian party bureaucracy. 
not for a moment but for a long time. Hymns of 
praise were snng to these nriUsh labor lieutenants 
of the bourgeoisie in all the languages of the Com
intern. The Committee was deSignated as the 
staunch bulwark of thE' \yol'ld proletariat against 
war and inter'vention. Only the Opposition declared 
that the "more acute the international Rituation be
comes the more the Anglo-Russian Committee win 
be transformed into a weapon of En~lish and in-
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ternatlonal imperial1sJ:I\". Later events fully con
firmed this unheeded warning. 

The first r'eally serious test of the Anglo-Russian 
Committee was the British general strike of 1926, 
which broke out in the midst of the great miners' 
strike. Just as metals are best tested in fire, so 
all the assurances of friendship for Russia, of 
loyalty to British labor and enmity to British im
perialism, freely given by Purcell and Co., were 
subjected to a decisive test in the flflmes of the 
general strike. And' just a s the Opposition had 
warned, the British General Council, its Left wing 
as well as its Right, displayed a d'isgraceful coward
ilce and treachery, en unshaken loyalty to the ruling 
:Class, a hatred and fear of the revolutionary pro
letariat. 

After nine days of the general strike, when a 
revolutionary situation was engendered in wbJ.ch the 
nower of the ruling elass rested not so much in 
Itself as it did in the strength which the labor 
leaders enjoyed in the working <;lass, the General 
Council deliberately deliver'ed the death-blow to the 
~truggle. In face of the extremely militant mood ot 
the workers. the pitiful helplessness of the bourge
oisie, of such occnrrences as the refusal of numerous 
armed re~iments to prO<'eed ag-ainst the strikers
all the trade union Inckeys of the bourgeoisie rushed 
to the government buildings to ('onfer with the 
ldng'~ ministers on how to crus'h the movement. 

The "red" veneer with which the Left labor 
l('adN's ~1ad coated' themselves was wiped off in a 
patrloti'c frenzy. The financial aid sent to the strik
ing' miners from 'Russia was Indignantly rejected' 

to 

I 
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with the epithet of "that damned Russian gold~'. The 
red flag was hastily dropped for the Union Jack. 
Purcell and his eolleagues proved to be not "the 

'C'rganizatory center that embraces the international 
forces of the proletariat for the struggle", but a 
most reliable prop of a desperate mling class. A 
more annihilating indictment of the Stalinist view 
and corr'oboration of the Opposition's, could hardly 
be imagined. 

Where was the Committee as a whole during 
those stirring days of struggle and treachery? As 
Kautsky Sflid plaintively about the Second' Interna
tional in 1914: It was only an instrument of peace; 
in times of war it was worthless. 

Mor'e correctly, it was worthless to the revolu
tionists, to Russia. To the Britis'h partners in the 
con'cern, it had a distinct vaue. Purcell, Swales and 
Hfeks utilized to the maximum the prestige accruing 
to them out of their formal and inexpensive colla
boration with the Bolshevik representatives in the 
AnglO-Russian Committee. Instead of helping to 
emancipate the British mMses from the chains of 
their false leaders, the A.-R. C. served these leaders 
as a "Bolshevik" shield from the blows of the rank 
and file. particularly of the Communists. Purcell, 
llnd'er attack of "his own" Communists, could easily 
defend his treason by saying: The Russian Commun
f;sts are d.iffer'ent: they do not attack us as vou do. 
Quite the contrary. they sit together with us in 
harmonious conference. 

The Opposition promptly demanded that the 
prestige enjoyed among the Rritish workers by the 
A.-R. C. and its Russian halt In particular', be em-
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ployed to expose the treachery of the British lead
ers. It demand'ed a demonstrative break with 
Purcell and Co. so that the latter could no longer 
hide behind the Russian trade unions. Stalin and· 
Bucharin violently opposed the break-just as vio
lently as, a few years later, they opposed any and 
every united front not merely with the Purcells but 
with the "social-Fasctst" workers who still followed 
the reactionary leaders. 

For more than a year after the abominable be
trayal of the General Strike, Stalin continued to 
maintain his "united front" with Purcell. The 
Anglo-Russian Committee would prevent British in
tervention in Russia and thereby enable the Soviet 
republic ... to build up socialism undisturbed. 

This fatal course was pursued until the Berlin 
conference of the Commfttee in April 1927. Did the 
Committee protest .against the bombardment of 
Nanking by British gunboats? Did it protest against 
the police raid upon the Arcos, the Soviet trading 
organization in Lond'on? Did it say a single word 
about the treachery of its British partner during the 
general .strike and the miners' strike? It did none 
of these things. But for that, it did adopt an 
astounding resolution in which Russians ~nd English
men both declare: 

1. "The only representatives and spokesmen of 
the trade union movement are the Congress of the 
BritiRh Trade unions and its General Coun'cil: 

2. " ... esteems, at the same time, that the frat
ernal union between the trade union movemp.nts o-f. 
the two ·countries. incorporated in the Anglo-Rusaian 
Committee, canDot and must not vWlate or reitrict 
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their rights and autonomy as the directing organs 
of the trade union movement of the respective coun
tries; nor interfere in any manner whatsoever in 
their internal affair's." 

This document, . which could not but have a stun
ning effect upon the British Communists, and the 
Minor1ty Movement in particular, regilStered the 
high-water mark of capitulation to Purcell and Co. 
(who in turn " capitulated " to Baldwin and the 
bourgeoisie at every decisive moment). All of tb.1a 
was done in the name of socialism in one country. 
The failure of Communism to act in a revolutlona1'7 
manner in England, the pr'ohibition against dra w1nJ 
the basfc lessons of the Anglo-Russian C'ommltt .. 
experience and the resultant decisive defeat to the 
movement-set back the Communist forces in Great 
Britain for years. 

The· Anglo-Russian Committee was one disap
pointment after another to those who accepted these 
illusions as Bolshevism. It was a classic example 
of !how the united front should not be made. The 
vindication of the standpoint of the Left Opposition, 
however. was attained at the cost of a new step ill 
the bureaueratic-reformist degeneration of the ral. 
ing regime in Russia and the International. 

It was not to be the last of such costly vindica
tions. For the same period produ'ced those cata
strophic consequences of Stalinist policy which ruin
ed the Chinese revolution. 
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Th~ Tragedy of th~ Chines~ Revolution 

W HEN the full history of the second' Chinese rev
olution (1925-19~7) is written, it will stand 

out as an everlasting monument of condemnation to' 
the leadership of Stalin-Bucharin in the Russien 
party and the International. 

Victory lay within reach of the hand' for the Chi. 
nese workers and peasants, but something unprece
dented in history took place: the leadership, clothecl 
in all the formal authority of the Russian revolu
tion and the Communist International, stood in the 
way like a solid wall. Stalin and Bucharin prohi
bited the proletariat from taking power. In the 
Chinese revolution the epigones played to the end. 
and with tragic results, the role which Lenin's strug
gle in the Bolshevik party in Aprll-May 1917 pre
vented them from playing in the .Russian revolution. 

The policy of the ruling faction during the most 
decisive period of the Chinese revolution was, as 
Trotsky puts it, a translation of Menshevism into 
the language of Chinese politics. The theory of 
Stalin, Bucharin and Martynov may be summed up 
as follows: 

They proceeded' from the soo.ndpoint that ,China, 
as a semi-colonial country, was being submitted to 
the yoke of imperialism whieh pressed down upon the 
whole nation, and upon all the classes in it, with 
equal sE:verity. The bourgeoisie was conducting a 
revolutionary war against imper'iaUsm and had to 
be supported by the masses of workers and peasant.. 
In th1a struggle victory would be attained. wtill the 
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establishment of a "democratic dictatorship of the 
workers and peasants". !The "revolutionary anti
imperialist united front" was to be constituted 88 

a "bloc of four classes"-composed of the workers, 
the peasants, the petty and large bourgeoisie. The 
embodiment of this "bloc" was the bourgeois Kuo 
Min Tang, the party of Sun Yat Sen, and atter hill 
death, of Chiang Kai-Shek and Wang Chin Wei. The 
Kuo Min Tang, according to Stalin, was a "revolu
tionary parliament", a "workers' . and peasants' 
party" which the Chin~e Communist Party W'88 

forced to enter as a subordinated group. 
Since the bourgeoisie, according to this concep

tion, was conducting an anti-imperialist war egainst 
the foreign brigands, the class struggle at home was 
considered liquidated. For the workers and the 
Communists to make any serious attacks upon the 
Ohinese bourgeoisie would be to disrupt the "bloc of 
the four elasses". That is Why StaUn compelled the 
Chinese Communists to submit quietly to the de
cisions of the Nationalist government which estab
lished compulsory arbitration in strike struggles. 
For the same reason, the peasants' movement wu 
checked with an iron hand in telegraphic com
ands from Moscow. Similarly, the Communists were 
instructed not to organize Soviets. First, becaus. 
"Soviets are the instruments of power of the prole
tarian dfctatorship"; secondly, because to form So
viets would mean to overthrow the "revolutiona1'7 
center" as Stalin called the Nationalist government 
of the bourgeoisie. 

This was the guiding line of the looders of the 
Comintern. And it led directly to the victory of the 
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LuurgeJ1s caunt~r-revo.1utlon, to the massacre of the 
vanguard of the Chinese proletariat and peasantry b7 
the very "allies" whom Stalin had chosen for ·them. 

What was the "bloc 3f' four classes" in actuality"! 
It was the form seleCted by Stalin and Co., in whlch 
the Communist, that iJS, the genuinely revolutionar7 
v:anguard, was subordinated, bound hand and foot, 
and delivered to the Chinese bourgeoisie. In the 
"bloc" the CbJ..nese Commonist Party did not retain 
a ,shadow of its own independence. The party, in a 
joint manifesto with the Kuo Min Tang, announced 
that it differed with the latter only "in some de
tails", that the "united anti-imperialist front" had to 
be IWlintained at all costs, and that the Communists 
pleged themselves not to criticize the petty bourgeois 
doctrines of Sun Yat Senism. At the height of the 
revolutionary storm the Communists played such an 
insignificant role that they did not possess a daily 
paper' of their own, and even their weekly period
icals were publis'hed irregularly. In whole sections 
of the territory c'onquered by the Nationalist armies 
of Chiang Kai-Shek, the CommuniJSt party and the 
trade unions continued to remain illegal. 

The party did not becom'e the leader in arousing 
and preparing the masses against the bourgeoisie. In
stead, it was the instrument of the bourgeoisie re
straining the workers from striking against their 
bourgeois "allies" ,and preventing the peasants from 
rising to take the land and drive out the rich peas
antB. Rendered impotent in the r'evolutionary situa
tion, Stalin nevertheless left the Chinese party suf
ficient strength for it to hand over to the bourgeoisie 
the proletarian and peasant masses it should have 
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led against Chiang Kai-Shek. 
What conception did tha Opposition defend? It 

took as its point of dep1.rture the fact that the selll'
colonial position of Ohina made the str'uggle against 
!oreign imperialism an immediate task of the dem
ocratic revolution. But, it pointed out, it is pre
cisely this position that m'lkes inevitable the <com
ing agreement between the national bourgeoisie-
seeking custo-ms autonomy-and the imperialists, 
both of them bound together by a common fear of 
tale Chinese maseSB. 

The democrotic revolution sets the task not only 
of liberation from the imperialist yoke but also the 
solution of the agrarian question. In China, how
ever', the country usurer and landowner is so intim
ately bound up with the urban big bourgeoisie, the 
compradors, and in the last analysis, the foreign 
bourgeoisie, taht the agrarian revolution can only 
be carried out in violent str'uggle against all these 
elements. Will the bourgeoisie or even the petty 
bonrgoisie lead the masses to a solution of this prob-
1m? Quite the :Contrary. Only the proletariat of 
China can lead the peasantry in the struggle for 
liberation and the establis·hment of their own power. 
In the struggle, it is necessary to establish a bloc 
which is led by the proletariat who..c;;e vanguard is 
organized Into a Iseparate Communist party, sub 01'

dinatpa to no other party and acting independently. 
What guarontees must the proletariat and the 

Communists establish for the Yictory of the revolu
tion? Primarily, to rely upon themselves, upon their 
own apparatus, and in the end, upon their own state 
machinery. 'The Canton government is not our gov-
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ernment just as the Nationalist armies are not oor' 
armies and the Kuo Min Tang is not our party. 
They are the armies and party of the bour'geoisie. 
The same holds true of the Wuhan government estab
lished by the "Lefts"after Chiang Kai-Shek's coup 
d'Eta t in Shanghai. 

Everywhere, therefore, the workers and peasants 
must form Soviets, for which they are already fight
ing instinetively. 

:For ad vancing this course of action, the whole 
appa.rlatus of the Russian party and the Interna
tional was converted into a machine to crush the 
Left Opposition. From Stalin and Martynov down 
to the lrust functionary, an international campaign 
was condncted to prove that Chiang Kai-Shek was 
a reliable ally. Atter he had massaCred the Shang
hai proletariat, his place of honor in the campaign 
was taken by Feng Yu-hsiang and Wang Chin Wei. 
The whole Communist press lauded the bourgeois 
generals as "our own". Tbe Kuo Min Tang, which 
the Ru.ssian Political Bureau had decided (against 
Trotsky's solitary vote) to admit into the Commun
ist International as a "sympathizing" party, was 
presented to the world as only one step removed 
trom Communism. To such lengths had Stalinism 
gone in the International that when Chiang Kai
Shek's forces entered Shanghai to consecrate in pro
letarian blood the victory of the counter-revolution, 
the French Communist Party sent him a telegram of 
congratulations on the formation of the "Shanghai 
Commune"! 

IThe proposals of the Opposition for an independ'
ent Communist party in China were Unsparingly at
tacked. This would mean, 'cried Stalin and' Bucharin, 

.a 

to leave the Kuo Min T.u!1g, to -'desert our aUles
H

, to 
drive away the bourgeoisie from the "united front", 
to "skip over stages". The bourgeoisie had to be 
supported, they contended, and the bloc maintained. 
It is true that in the "bloc" it was the bourgeoisie 
who ruled and the proletariat who served, but this 
fatal "detail" was overlooked completely in the in
terests of the "national revolution". 

Even after the second' Chiang Kai-Shek coup. 
Stalin doggedly maintained his course. Only, in 
pl'ace of the "Kuo Min Tang center" of Chiang Kai
Shek which was suppOISed to be leading the "anti
imperialist revolution", was now put the "Kuo Min 
Tang Left" of Wang Ohin Wei, which was supposed. 
to be leading the "agrarian revolutioil". After Chiang 
Kai-Shek bad led his t.roops to Shanghai in order 
there to join forces with the foreign imperialiSts 
agaiDJSt the Chinese masses, the government of the 
"Left" bourgeoisie was set up in Wuhan. 

The ghastly experiment in Menshevism was noW 
continued on a "higher scale". Stalin :called the Wuhan 
government of bourgeois politicians the "revolution
ary center" of the South. According to Stalin, the 
Wuhan clique was becoming the "democratic dictator
ship of the proletariat and peasantry". And if thla 
was the case, the proposal of the Opposition to form 
Soviets in the Wuhan territory was, you see, a 
criminal adventure. For if we already have the 
"democratic dictatomhip" set up, what purpose is 
there in or'ganizing Soviets, which are organs of 
power and must consequently be aimed at over
whelming the existing regime? This is how the 
Stalinists argued. 
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Into the Wuhan government were sent two Com
munist ministe~s, one as the minister of labor' and 
the other, Tang Ping Shan, who had already dis
tinguished himself in Moscow and China in the 
struggle against "Trotskyism" because it under
estimated the pea.santrYj as minister of agriculture. 
How did this bourgeois government, the "organ ot 
the agrarian revolution" proceed to aet? In the 
customary manner' of all bourgoois governments that 
exist only by grace of the ignonJ..Dce, disorganization 
and weakness of the revolutionary masses. It sought 
to crUBh the workers' and peasants' movement, and 
in this task it found the signal support of the two 
Communist captives who served the Chinese bour
geoisie as ministers under instructions from Mos'cow. 
Wuho.n proceeded to "organize the agrarian revolu
tion" by sending the Communist minister and anti
Trotsky expert into the countryside at the head 
of an armed div1sion for the purpose of s.uppressing 
the insurrectionary peasants! In this one episode 
Is illumined the whole counter-revolutionary cour'se 
which Stalinism pursued in the Chinese revolution. 
The Communist vanguard' was transformed by Stalin 
into the club with which the bourgeoisie smashed 
the masses into subm.1Bsion. 

At the very moment when he was sharpening the 
knife for the neck of the Shanghai. proletariat, 
Chiang Koai·Shek was being lauded in Moscow by 
Stalin, who ploclaimed him a loyal ally, and con
demned the Opposition for proposing measures 
against him. Stalin suffered the same inevitable 
disappointment with the Wuhan government. It fol
lowed with almost staged' accuracy in the footsteps 
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of Chiang Kai-Shek. The "Left Kuo Min "l"an1!''' lead
ers proved to be not one whit more revolutionary 
than their Right wing brothers-under-the-skin. The 
tantastic "democr'atic dictatorship of the proletariat 
and p68.Jsantry," which Lenin had kicked into the 
dustbin of history in April 1917, proved to be, a de
CIlde later in China, a noose around the necks of 
the proletariat and peasantry. 

With his "workerls' and peasants' party", with 
his "anti-imperialist united front", with his "bloc of 
four classes", with his "revolution~ry parliament ot 
the Kuo Min Tang", with his "democratic dictator
ship" and opposition to the formation of Soviet. 
under' proletarian leadel'lShip--with all this Stallr.. 
played the reactionary part in China Which Tsere
telli and Chernov sought unsulceessfully to fill in the 
Russian revolution of 1917. At very stage in the 
struggle, the Opposition defended the tested doctrines. 
of Marxism. ".Dbe Centr'ist apparatus crushed the 
Left Opposition. But in doing so it only crushed the 
Chinese revolution. 

Planned Economy: Industrializtion and 

Collectivization of Agriculture.. 

W HILE conducting its fight against the ravages 
of Stalinism on the international field, the 

Opposition was simultaneously engaged in a sharp 
struggle against the policIes of the bureaucracy at 
home. The Communist worker whose head has been 
system'1tically pumped full of lies and who has beeD 
taught a history of the past ten years which never 
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took place, frequently answers the criticisms of the 
Oppostionist with a general reference to the un
doubted successes of the Five Year Plan. In nine 
cases out of ten, however, he is not aw1are of the 
fact that it took years of !Struggle (1923-1928) by the 
Left Opposition merely to have a Five-Year Plan 
adopted by the party leadership. 

The introduction of pIa n into Roviet economy 
can be tr'aced as far ba:ck as July 1920. The whole 
railroad system was a wreck. The party put Trot
sky in charge of restoring transport!1.tion and on 
the date mentioned the famous "Order No. 1M2" 
was issued as the first of a. ser'ies of systematic 
measur'es which fins By brought order and regular
ity where chaos and collapse had prevailed before. 
Lenin spoke of it as an example of what had to 
be done in the other branches of industry. The re
port made by Trotsky t.o the eighth congress of the 
Soviets, based on the experience, and the theses he 
prepared together with Emshanov, were warmly d6 
fended by Lenin against the "skepti~s who say = 

'What good is it to make forec~sts for many years 
ahead?'" 

The question of long-term planned' economy was 
raised more sharply in 1923 by comrade Trotsky. 
Unaided this time by TJenin, who had already bElen 
compelled to withdraw from the party councils. Trot
sky laid before the party his arguments for the ela
boration of plan in economy in order to carry out 
8UCcessfully an industrialization of the conntry and 
a collectivization of its backward, scattered. indlvid
ualfsttc agriculture. The critics of the Oppositlon_ 
be it said in passing, never stopped to explain tbe, 
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contradiction ('created by themselves) between their 
two claims = first, that Trotsky wrus opposed to build
ing socialism in Russia, and secondly, that ,he waa 
too· extreme in his proposals for industrializing the 
country and particularly its agriculture. 

From 1923 on, the Opposition pointed out that the 
only material foundation for socialism is large 
machine industry capable of reorganizing agricul
ture as well. Russia's backwardness made the 
speedy development of such an industry espe'cially 
imperative in view of the retardation of the inter
national revolution. In addition, the Left wing 
showed, the vast mas's of the peasantry was under
going a process of differentiation in which the rich 
peasant (the Kulak) was growing stronger and mak
ing dangerous advan:ces which only the organization 
of the poor peasants and their systematic introduc
tion to collective farming would be able to impede. 
The Opposition demanded an industrial progress that 
would be able to dominate and reorganize agricul
ture, satisfy the needs of the peasantry on a cheap 
basis, and provide the E'conomic basis for abolish
ing tlie petty bourgeois strata of the village popula
tion. 

How did the bureaucracy reply? These "prac
tic~l people" Wlho would not allow themselves to be 
taken in by "fantastic ideas" about planning for 
years In advance, launched a furious assault upon 
Trotsky. Rykov hastened to report to the Fltth 
Congress of the Comintern that Trotsky's proposals 
were a petty bourgeois deviation from Leninism, that 
the Russian party leadership was doing all it could 
do and aU th6t could be expected of it in the field' 
of industry and agriculture. Stalin sneerfngly re-
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plied to the Opposition's arguments with the com
ment that it wasn't a plan that the peasant needed, 
but a good rain for his crops! The danger of the 
rising Kulak Wi8.S derided. 

But the Kulak was growing in strength and be
coming the dominant figure in the country-side. 
Moreover, he was permeating the party-a whole 
section of it-with his ideology. The first two years 
of struggle of the Opposition finally bore fruit in 
the revolt of the revolutionary Leningrad proletariat 
in 1925, which compelled its leaders-men like Zin
oviev who had fathered the -campaign agaiDlSt "Tr'ot
skyism"-to - combine in a bloc with the 1923 Op
position. The alarm felt by the Leningrad prole
tarians at the inroads being made by the Kulak and 
his urban associate, the Nepman was! not, however, 
shared by the crust-harden~d bureaucracy. Instead 
of adopting the pr'oposals for a BYlstematic indus
trialization of the country, the Stalin-Bucharin 
leadership steered a course towards that 'same Kulak 
whom, later on, when they took fright at his growth, 
they sought to "liquidate" by decree at one blow. 

To the already well-tO-do peas:mts Buchar1.n 
cried out the advice: Enrich yourselves! Ka11n1n 
made speeches denouncing the poor peasants as lazy 
good-for-nothings because they did not accumulate, 
and praising the diligence and industry of the "econ
omically pow(!rful peasant", that is, of the K°ulak. 
PraVda (in AI)rlI 1925) urged that the "economic 
possibilities of the well-to-do peasant, the economic 
possibilities of the Kulaks, mUlSt be unfetter'ed". '.rule 
ComIIiissariat for Agriculture of the Georgian So
viets, in harmony with the prevailing atmosphere in 
the ruling strata of the party, elaborated a project 
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tor' the denationalization of the land. In 1926, the 
Kulak course of Stalinism was pushed so far that 
for 'a time the Central Executive Committee of the 
Soviets granted the vote to exploiting peasants. In 
all this period, the belated present-day upholders 
of the Five Year Plan "as against Trotsky", nolt only 
had industrialization and collectivization furthest 
from their minds, were not only its staunchest op
ponents, but actually steered a directly oppruite 
course. 

In 1925, that is, even before the 1927 platform 
of the Opposition bloc, TrotSky once more wrote in 
detail about the tremendous possibilities which the 
concentration of economic and political power in the 
hands of a proletar'lan di'ctatorship offered for the 
progress of socialiJsDl, even on the basis of an isolat
ed workers' state. In "Whither Russia 1" he ad
vanced the idea that even with an independent re
production based on socialist accumulation, the So
viet republic could show a speed of industrial pro
gress unknown and impossible under capitalism. His 
pr'ediction of a possible 20 percent annual growth 
(six yeus later this was proved to be an entirely 
moderate figure, entirely attainable), was the sub
ject for great merriment among the functionaries 
assembled at one of the party congr'esses, caused by 
the "ironical" ridicule which Stalin showered upon 
the prediction. The official position was expressed 
by Bucharin when he put forward the perspective 
that Russia would build socialism "with the speed 
of a tortoise", at a snail's pace! 

The 1927 platform of the Opposition was the 
most elaborate and definite pr'oposal it had pre
sented to the party, and this was undoubtedly one 
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ot the reasons why it wa's so rabidiy attacked. 1t 
was officially suppressed by the bureaucracy, which 
refused to print it. Its circulation in mimeographed 
form was made a crime punishable by imprIsonment 
or exile. There are Bolsheviks in Siberia today for 
having distributed the ideas which Stalin was him
self compelled to adopt in large measure two years 
later. In the Platform, the Opposition demanded a 
categorical 'condemnation of the first }'ive-Year Plan 
elaborated by Rykov and Krzhizhanovsky, and adopt
ed by the party leaders. This timid, worthless 
plan proposed an annual growth of 9 percent for 
the first year and a decreasing per'centage every year 
thereafter until it would reach a 4 percent growth 
at the end of the plan. 

The bolder proposals submitted by the Opposi
tion, which later were proved to be infinitely more 
realistic and applicable, met with just as strong a 
condemnation from the Stalinists. On all sides the 
Opposition spokesmen were taunted by the bureau
crats with the question: Where will you get the 
means ?-although the expenditures for industrial 
development proposed at first by the Opposition 
were greatly exceeded when the current Plan finally 
got under way. And when the Opposition presented 
its proposals for raising the means by a forced loan 
from the Kulaks, by a lowering of prices based on 
cutting overhead and the bureaucratic apparatus, by 
a skillful utilizn,tion of the foreign trade monopoly, 
etc., the bureaucrats raised a hue and cry against 
the "co un ter-revol u tionary Trotskyists,". 

In the days of the Fren'ch revolution the reac· 
tion sought to overthrow the rule of the ,city artisarul 
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and rev01utionary petty bourgeoisie by inciting the 
peasants against them, by arousing everyone of the 
backward, reactionary prejudices of the Freneh 
peasants against the "predatory capital". Such a 
cry iJS the distinguishing feature of reaction. And 
true to themselves, the bureaucracy which had come 
to the top on the basis of the post-1923 reaction, 
made UlSe of the same methods. St:tlin, Rykov and 
Euybischev signed a manifesto to the whole RUB
sian people announQing that the Opposition proposed 
"to rob the peasantry". The lesser bureaucrats car
lied on an even more reaCtionary propagand ~ in the 
villages against the Left wing. In the cities, in the 
meantime, the disturbed proietanians were assured 
by Stalin and Bucharin that there was no danger 
whatsoever from the Kulaks, that there were !>lorue, 
it is true, but not enough to wor'ry about. The pro
fessional statisticians were put to the job of pre
sentin.g tables to prove the "insignificant percentage" 
of the Eulaks. The need for collectivization waa 
minimized to the vanishing point. As late as 1928, 
the princ;lpal agrarian "specialist" of the app&rtaul, 
Yakovlev, the commissar for agriculture, declQ.red 
against the Opposition that collective farming would 
for years to come "remain little islets :In the sea of 
private pe8JS8.nt farms". At the 15th party 0011-

~ress, where the Opposition leaders were all expelled. 
Rykov heetored the Opposition with the question: It 
the Kulak is so strong why hasn't he played lUI some 
trick ot other. As will be seen further on, Ryko..-
did not have long to wait. 

Finally, only a few months were r'equired in the 
application of the original Five Year Plan of Rykov-
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Stalin in order to demonstrate how well founded 
had been the Opposdtion's criticism of its inadequacy. 
The apparatus was compelled to revise it virtually 
from stem to stern. 

Without the persistent year's of struggle of the 
Left Opposition, it is entirely doubtful that even 
those measures of progress which have been made 
thlliS far would have been accomplished. Left to 
themselves, unhampered by the demands of the Op
posU,ion, there is every reason to believe that the 
Stalin-Bucharin bloc would have continued to go 
further into that r'eactionary, nationalist swamp 
where the Kulak and the other classes hostile to the 
October revolution were steadily pulling it. 

1llie essential, positive features of the Five Year 
Plan, the phenomenal suCcess whi-ch a proletariat in 
power has been able to show in the realm of in
dustr'ial progress---these are a debt which is owed 
exclusively to the unremitting struggle of the Op
position. ".Dhat is how the records of hlstory will 
register it. 

Th~ Break-Up of th~ Bloc Between th~ 
Right Wing and th~ Center and th~ 

Launching of th~ "Third Period" 

T HE struggle conducted on an international 
scale against the Left Opposi~ion was led 

jointly by the Centrist faction and the Right wing. 
In their endeavors to beat down the Marxian wing 
of the -Interllational no distinetions could be per
-ceived between Brandler and Th~elm.ann, Jilek and 
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. Gottwald, Sellier and Thorez, Lovestone and Foster, 
KUboom and Silen. This unity was symbolized by 
the combination of Stalin and Bucharin who estab
lished themselves as the "incorruptible Leninist Old 
Guard". 

It was no mere fictitious unity. On all questions 
of international and domestic policy, of principle and 
tactics, these two sections of the ruling bloc held 
a common view. They went hand in hand againlat 
"Trotskyism", and hand in hand with PurCell and 
Chiang Kai-Shek. Together they defended the theory 
of sociaJ.ism in one country, of "two-class workers 
and peasants parties". They jointly introduced to 
the Sixth Congress of the Comintern in 1928, the re
visionist program adopted by the delegates. 

But at the end of 1927, the ebb-tide of reaction 
which had brought the regime into power was giv
ing way t() a Leftward turn in the ranks of the 
international proletariat. In Russia itself, the 
"bloodless Kulak uprising" of 1928 had a sobering 
effect upon the workers and they began to press 
upon the leadership for a turn of the helm to the 
Left. It was in this atmosphere that Stalin was 
compelled to steer in the opposite direction from 
the one he had been sailing for five years. Starti11g 
cautiously with an attack upon obscure representa
tives of the Right wing, he succeeded so quick.!y in 
stripping the latter of its support that he was able 
in 1929-1930 to make a frontal attack upon its real 
leadership: Rykov, Bucharin and Tomsky. 

To a Co~munist public dumbfounded by .the 
unexpectedness of the attack, the three leaders of 
the Right wing were presented by Stalin as the ban
ner-bearers of the capitalist restoration. The prest-
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Stalin in order to demonstrate how well founded 
had been the Opposlition's criUcism of its inadequacy. 
The apparatus was compelled to revise it virtually 
from stem to stern. 

Without the persistent years of struggle of the 
Left Opposition, it is entirely doubtful that even 
those measures of progress which have been made 
thus far would have been accomplished. Left to 
themselves. unhampered by the demands of the Op
position, there is every reason to believe that the 
Stalin-Bucharin bloc would have continued to go 
~I.Irther into that reactionary, nationalist swamp 
where the Kulak and the other classes hostile to the 
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position. ".Dhat is how the records of history will 
register it. 
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T HE struggle conducted on an international 
scale against the Left Opposition was led 
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In their endeavors to beat down the Marxian wing 
of the International no distinctions could be per
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But at the end of 1927, the ebb-tide of reaction 
which had brought the regime into power was giv
ing way to a Leftward turn in the ranks of the 
international proletariat. In Russia itself, the 
"bloodless Kulak uprising" of 1928 had a sobering 
effect upon the workers and they began to press 
upon the leadership for a turn of the helm to the 
Left. It was in this atmosphere that Stalin W18JS 
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the one he had been sailing for five years. Startblg 
cautiously with an attack upon obscure representa
tives of the Right wing, he succeeded so quick,ly in 
stripping the latter of its support that he was able 
in 1929-1930 to make a frontal attack upon its real 
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To a Co~munist public dumbfounded by .the 
unexpectedness of the attack, the three leaders of 
the Right wing were presented by Stalin as the ban .. 
ner-bearers of the capitalist restoration. The prest-
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dent of the Communist International, the head of 
the Soviet government, and the leader of the Soviet 
trade unions, were depicted by Stalin as the agents 
of the Thermidorian counter-revolution! But it is 
precisely this "trio" with whom Stalin had for five
six years been in the most intimate "indissoluble" 
alliance against the Left wing of the party. 

If Stalin's indictment of the Right wing had 
any meaning at all-and it did-it was, at the same 
time, a murderous arraignment of the Centrist fac
tion itself. For what pretense could it make to 
Bolshevism when it had admittedly been in indis
tinguishable solidarity for half a decade W;ith restor'&.
tionists? Where in a!l history could an instance be 
found of the genuine revolutionary tendency having 
been in an inseparable bloc with another tendency 
which, within virtually twenty-four hours, proved 
to be the champion of black r'eaction? 

Given the fact that both sectiO.Il8 of the leader
ship had a common principle baSis, given the fact 
that to cut ott the Right wing Stalin had to borrow 
copiously from the iideological arsenal of the Left 
Opposition (the Right wing did not hesitate to ac
~use him of "Trotskyism" just as Trotsky foretold 
in 1926!), Stalin's campaign against the Right wing 
served at the same time as a deadly self-revelation 
of Centrism, and an involuntary tr'ibute to the justice 
of the whole Opposition struggle. 

Let it not be forgotten that the whole Fifteenth 
R1lIS8ian party Congress condemned the Opposition
ists as panic-mongers for warning against the grow
ing Kulak danger. Just as Rykov had taunted the 
Opposition with the question: If the Kulak is so 
dangerous why hasn't he played '1llS some trick?-
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80 Molotov cried ,impatiently in December 1927 that 
the Kulak was nothing new, that there WBIS no need 
of alarm or of special measures beyond those already 
in foree. Everybody "agrees" argued Molotov, who 
insistently minimized the magnitude of the exploiting 
faI"mers, "it exists, and there is no need to speak 
about it". 

Only a few brief weeks later the whole Soviet 
Union was violently shaken by a demonstration ot 
the tremendous power which the Kulak had &massed 
all the w,hile that Bucharin-Stalin-Molotov-Rykov had 
been covering him up from TrotskY's criticisms. In 
January 1928, right atter the congress and embold
ened by their success in having the Left wing cut 
off from the party, the Kulaks rose in what came to 
be known as their "bloodless uprising". Powerful 
and eonfident, they refused to turn over their' hoard
ed stocks of grain and, in effect, decl:arM: Unleas 
the Soviet power' yields to our demands for prices 
above those ft!ll::ed by the proletarian state we shall 
keep our stores and starve the cities, the working 
class centers, into submission! 

So effective and alarming was their resistanee 
that for the first time in many long years, the So
viets were compelled to requisition the villages' 
grain by armed for'ce. All the official philosophy of 
uEnrieh yourselves!", the vicious self-consolation 
about the insignifl'cance of the Kulak, the rabid hound
ing of the OpPosition for its timely Wl8.rnings, were 
now whipped to tatters by the realities. The revolu
tionary spirit of a now alarmed working class, which 
had by no means been entirely eliminated by the 
campaign against the Opposition, forced its way into 
the open in !!,pite of the obstacles put in its path by 
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the bureaucntic regime. It is this pressure from 
below which gave the real impulsion to the break-up 
of the hitherto solid Right-Center bloc. This still 
'unclear revolt against the previous line of yielding 
to the capitaUst elements inside and outside the 
country, jerked the helm out of the hands of the 
Hight and forced a change in the course. 

On the basis of this Leftward current in the 
masses, the Stalinist faction opened up a new phase 
.of its development, the "third per'iod" of its blun
ders on a Soviet and an international soole. This 
flight of the frightened bureaucrats from yesterday's 
rank opportunism to adventurism is embraced in 
what has become known as the "third period". 

The arbitrarily defined period does not commence 
in the Comintern's history with its proclamation at 
the Sixth Congress, but even more definitely at the 
Ninth Plenum of the C. I. early in 1928. At that 
. time Ute first signs of a working class resurgence 
in Europe could be detected, but only the first signs. 

I 

The vote cast for the Communist parties, particu-
larly in Germany, was increasing, but with it, also, 
the vote cast for the ,social democraey. In a num
ber of other countries. however, the working class 
.was either writhing in the pain of a still unsur
mounted defeat, as in China, or else passive under 
the soporific effects of a temporary economic boom.. 
as in France and the United States. 

The Ninth Plenum, instead of establishing the 
precise stage of development of the international 
labor movement, proclaimed the rise of a "new and 
higher" stage of the Chinese revolution (not counter
revolution, but revolution! ) ... gave its blanket en
dorsement to guerrilla adventUrism, and announced 
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from the mouth of Thaelmann and the other spokes
men of the Comintern that the working massru 
throughout the world were becoming "more and more 
radicalized". The warnings against this Ught
minded conception of an automatic, horizontal pro
gress of the revolutionary movement. wer'e of no 
avail, for they were uttered by the Opposition. Trot
sky's clea<r~ighted analysts of the real status of 
the movement was not only passed over in silen.ce 
at the Sixth Congress to whlch it was presented, but 
it was not even given to the assembled delegates. 

The Sixth Congress in the middle of 1928 car
ried the Ninth Plenum a few Isteps further in ab
surdity. Formally, it marked the culminating point 
of the collaboration between Centrism and the 
Right wing (Stalin and Bucharin). Actually .. it tn
corporated into the foundation of the next period a 
mixture of opportunist premises and ultra-Left d .. 
ductions which have been at the root of all the con
fusion and defeats suffered by Communism since 
that time. 

The Sixth Congress had many points of simil-
arity with the Fifth, whfuh was held in 1924 atter 
the defeat in Germany. In 1924, no defeat was 
acknowledged.; on the contrar'yi, the revolution was 

. proclaimed to be right ahe'ld. In 1928, the same 
error was made with regard to the Ohinese revolu
tion. In the period of the. Fifith Congress, Stalin 
made the novel discovery that the "social democracy 
was the most moderate wing of Fascism". In 1928. 
the Sixth Congress laid the basis for the unique 
philosophy of "social-Fascism". The Fifth Congress 
:celebrated the victory of "Bolshe"ization"and 
"monolithism". at a time when the very basis under 
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the varioUlS "Bolshevik leaderships" imposed upon 
the national sections was being undermined. In 
1928, the most violent internal str'uggles were beinl 
tought behind the scenes of the "unified Communist 
International". The Fi1}th Congress, with all ita 
ultra-Leftist palaver, contained not merely thegerml 
of a brief spurt to the Left but a.l5o a protracted 
swing to the Ri'ght, to the penod of the Anglo-Rus
sian Committee, of the Chiang Kai-Shek alliance, the 
Anti-Imperialist League and the "Peasants' Inter
national". The Sixth Congress, for all its endorse
ment of adventurist conclusions, consecrated the re
visionist theory of soCialism in one country and e&

tabUshed the "democratic dictatorship of the prole
taI1at and peasantry" (that is, the Kerenskiad or 
the Kuo Min Tang tragedy) as an iron law govern
ing the destinies of the revolution on three-quarters 
of the earth. 

The struggle against the "Right danger" launch
ed at the Sixth Congr'ess, which Bucharin had re
sisted only as recently the Fifteenth Congress of the 
Russ'ian party, was platoni'<! and anonymous. It. 
value may be estimated from the fact that it was 
proclaimed from the Congress tribune by the inter
national leader of the Right wing, Bucharin. In 
this manner, the formal unification of the r'ulina 
bloc was preserved and used to cover up the bitter 
internal di'spute. 

It is instrUctive to .observe that at the very 
time that Sta.lin was busily engaged in sapping the 
ground under Bucharin and Co., going so far' III 

to organize an unofficial congress of his own, simul
taneously with "Bucllarin's Congress", he neverthe
less took the leadership in condemning any rumors 
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about disagreements in the Russian party leadership 
as "Trots'ky1Jst slanders". In a special report on 
the subject made' by Stalin himself to the Council of 
Elders at the Congress, he repudiated all rumors re
garding differences in the Russian Political BurE'au. 
He emphatically denied that there were any Right 
wingers or Right wing views in the Political Bureau 
or even the Central Committee, and, to confirm his 
assertioM, introduced a resolution, signed by him
self and every other' member of the Political Bureau 
which declared: 

''The undersigned members of the Political Bu
reau of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union declare before the Coun
cil of Elders of the Congress that they most em
phatically, protest against the cir'culation of r.umors 
that there are dissensions among the members of 
the Political Bureau of the Central Comm'ittee of 
the C. P. S. U." 

Needless to say, the assembled marionettes lir.ten
ed solemnly and approvingly to this' criminally 
ludicrous deception of the Communist International, 
concocted jointly by 8talin and Bucharin. 

The dissolution of this 'State of affairs was not 
long delayed. In almost less time than it takes to 
t~ll U, virtually all the leading spokesmen of the 
Sixth Congress were either crushed organizationally. 
expelled outright, or saved fr'om expulsion by humil
iating capitulation. Just as the leaders of the 
Fifth Congress lasted but a brief moment in the 
seats of power, so did the Sixth Congress "Bol
sheviks" meet with a speedy end. Bucharm, the 
political leader of the Congress, the reporter' on 
the pr.().gram~ the president ot fh'1 CominttJrn, W8lB 
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denounced a few months later as the leader of the 
capitalist-restorationist tendency in the Soviet Union 
(no less!). Lovestone, Gitlow and. Wolfe wer'" un
ICeremoniously expelled as agents of the American 
oourgeolJiiie. !-toy, who had made a livelihood de
noullCing 'l'rotsky as an agent of Chamberlain, 1'ound 
himself del:»i.glUlted in exactly the same manner. 
Jilek and Co. in Czechoslovakia.. Kilboom in ~weden, 
BrandleI' (and. almost Ewert) in Germany, Sellier 
and 00. in ll'rance, and a host of others, were expel-
100 or withdrew from the Comintern. 

'1'he removal of any Right wing restraint made 
possible the cJ.imb to the heights of absurdity at 
the 10th Plenum in 192U. to the very peaks ot the 
··third period". T.ne 10th Plenum was the reductio 
ad absunJum of the Sixth Congress with a number 
of novelties added by Stalin and Molotov on their 
own account. It was the Plenum par excellence of 
the "third period", the same "third period" which 
was at first denounced as an opportunistic idea by 
the Thae~ann-Neumalll! delegation to the Sixth 
Congress. 

The "third period, its proponents explained, 
was chtlracterized by. a constantly increasing radi
calization of the masses, Simultaneously in every 
cVUl~Lry. r!'ilere ca~ be no fourth period, announced 
Molotov. for the third period. ends with revolution. 
'J.'he present "he1chteneu politi:cal sensitivity of the 
broad masses", added Losovsky, "is a characteristic 
sign of the eve of a revoluti'on". Moireva. a mem
ber of the Eo C. C. I. declared: "It is my opinion 
fr'om the May events a:s well as from the recent 
Polish events that there were a "'~ries of elements 
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in them that recall our July daY'S. The fact alone 
that the Communist parties had to restrain the most 
advanced. sections of the working class in their surge 
forward~ speaks for a rapidly approaching revolu
tionary situation." This extravaganza is illuminated 
only if it is remembered that "our July days" were 
the direct precursor of the October insurrection in 
Russia. It should be borne in mind that all these 
fantasies were presented to the ofticial Commun1et 
world 8.6 unshakable articles of faith more than three 
years ago! 

From this "third period" with its incessantly 
rising rad1calization of the masses in virtually every 
country in the world, in which France was solemnly 
announced to be at the head ot the revolutionary 
list (in 1929!). ftowed the theory of social Fascism, 
a disease of senile decay from whtch the Comlntern 
is Buffering to thie d·ay. With Stalin's ingenulous 
formula of 1924 in mind, ManuiLsky now announced 
that "the fusion ot the social democracy with the 
capitalist state is not merely a fusion at the top 
This fusion has taken place from top to bottom. all 
along the Une." Impr'oving on Lenin, Manuilsky an
nounced that Noske baek in 1918 was all'eady a so
cial Fascist. 

The master strategist, Bela Kun. who destroyed 
the Hungarian revolution by ~iling to understand 
the nature of the social democracy in 1918, now 
tried some ten years later to repair' the damage by 
advanc1n~ an even worse interpretation: "Social
Fascism is the type of Fascist development in those 
countries in which iCapital1st development is more 
advanced than in Italy .... In thi'8 stage of develop-
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ment. socJlaI reformism _ dies (mt; it is transformed 
partly into social demagogic elements and partly into 
the element of mass violence of Fascism." 

From this Manuilsky drew the conclusion con
cerning·the united front poliey that "we have never 
considered it as a formula for everybody. for all 
times and people . . . Today we are stronger and 
proceed to more aggressive methods in the struggle 
for the majorttyof the working class.'· (What the 
lesser functionaries had to contribute to the question 
may easily be imagined from these few quotations. 

The official motivation for the establishment of 
the "third period" and all its comamndments was 
false from beginning to end. But this does not mean 
that there was not a profound reason for the 180 
degrees turn in the course of the Comintern. Cen
trlsm, bereft of any anchor in principles, possessing 
no platform distinctly its own. was driven to the 

. Left by the pressure of events and ;criticism. Having 
no real founation, it must base itself upon an arti
ficially preserved prestige. In order to maintain the 
continuity of its prestige, that .s~ in order to ex
plain away the head-over-heelos turn to the Left, or 
more precisely;. in order to justify the change without 
in ·any way .leaving room for criticism of its proceed
ing >course, the "thir'd period" was called into' exist
ence. 

By its proclamation the Centrists were able to 
justify the "united front from the top" with Chiang 
Kai-Shek and Purcell as well as no united front at 
all. Both were jUlStified by one brilliant theory: 
the arbitrary establishment of "periods". In the 
"second period", according to this convenient dogma., 
it was the essence of Bolshevism to maintain a uni-
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ted front with proved strike-breakers in return for 
their "struggle to defeIlld the Soviet Union" friom 
Britlsh imper.1alitsm.. In ~he ~'thf,rd period", how
ever, all social democrats from Purcell down to the 
socialist worker' in the shop had become Fasciat 
and the Communist mUlSt therefore have nothing to 
do with them. The "third period" formulae were 
the philos<>phy by which Centrism linked together 
the two mutually supplementary periods of its blun
der's. crimes and ldeological di!Border without pre
judice to itself .;at least, that was the intention 
of its artificers. 

I'l'he "third period" was, and to the extent 
that the remnants of it still clutter the road, it still 
is, a milestone of Centri!sm's road of bankruptcy and 
decay. The more than thr'ee years sinee its pro
clamation have witnessed a new series of defeats 
added. to those accumulated between 1923 and 1928 . 

It is in this period that the rise of Fascism in 
Germay could proceed without encountering any 
effective resistance by the Communists, who were 
prohibited by the dogma of "social Fascism" from 
making a united tr'ont with the S<>iCial democratic 
Workers. Disoriented by the' fantastic prediction of 
Molotov that France 'stood at the head of the list 
for revolutionary struggle. the Comintern was taken 
totally unawares by the upheaval in Spain. When 
it was finally shaken out of its stupor', the Spanish 
CommJunist Party was rendered impdten~ by the 
extreme sectarianism of its policy, by its rejection 
of the tactic of the united front. 

In the United States the unparalleled oppor
tunities for revolutionar'y work afforded by the con
vulsions of the crilsis, were lost. one atter the other 
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by the a.pplication of tactics which r'epelled hun
dreds of thousand,s of w.orkers moving in the direc
tion of CommuniSm. In England. France, Czecho
slovakia-in -a word, in every important country, the 
theory and· practise of the "third period" brought 
the Communist movement to its knees.. introduced 
!Confusion into its mind, paralyzed its limbs and tao
lated it from the masses. If the international social 
democracy is still a big power to be reckoned with 
today, if it still retains its sway over millions of 
workers. it has the blunders of Stalinism to thank 
for it. 

The passionate desir'e of the masses for a united 
front to resiJst the encroachments of the bour~
oisie, were ~pu1sed by the burreaucrattc demand 
of the Communist parties for a "united front fr'om 
belo/w," or a "Red united front" _ tha.t is, a nnited 
front dependent upon the acceptance in advance by 
non-Communist workers of Communist leadership. 
The hatred of FaSCism manifested by 'Socialist work
eroS, as well as Communists, was never utilized by 
the Stalinists. Instead, they repelled the socialist 
workers by their empty chatter about "social Fasc
ism" and their alliance--in Germany, at any rate 
-with the Hitler bands in the notorIous "Red" Re
ferendum in PrUssia. The resistance which the 
socialist workers were eager to offer to the capItal
l'St attacks, was further weakened by the sectarlan 
policy of 'splitting the unions and forming tiny Com
munist trade union sects. 

The C'omintern's isolation from the masses on 
the politi'cal field as well as in the trade unions, 
which the Opposition forecast in time" has proceeded 
hand in hand with an unprecedented ideological and 
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moral degeneration in the ranks of official Commun
ism. This could not be expected to continue over 
a long peri,od without ending in a terrific crash, be 
it inside the Soviet Union or outside of it. 

The accumulated effects of this degeneration 
within the Soviet Union have brought in their' tra.in 
the dangers of Thermidor and Bonapartism, just as 
they threaten the whole Communist International 
with discreditment and di,ssolution. 

Th~ Dangers of Thermidor and Bonapartism 

T H;E Great }j'rench Revoution of the eighteenth 
century is rich with instructive lessons for' the 

wurking class today. Only a priest will declare that 
there is any absolute guarantee against the fall ot 
the Russian revolution. The revolutionist will stand 
on guard agailllSt it; his vi<gllance will be keener 
if he understands the nature of the dangers th&t 
threaten and what measures must be taken to· ward 
them off. 

'l'he French revolution experienced two periods of 
defeat: Thermidorian reaction and the Bonapartist 
dictatorship. On the Ninth of Thermidor (July 27, 
1794) the revolutionary Jacobins, Robespierre, Saint
Just, Couthon, Lebas-"the Bolsheviks of the French 
revolution"-were overthrown by a combination of 
the Right wing Jacobins, the vacillators and the 
royalist reaction. The guillotine which sent 21 Jacobln 
iptr!lllsigeants to death the next day bit no longer in
to the reaction. In its turn, the Thermidortan epoch 
was climaxed a few years later with the ascension 
to power of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
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The Thermidorian reaction was made possible 
by a degeneration and corruption of the revolutionary 
party of that time-the Jacobin clubs. It was fadli
tatoo by a yearning for "peace and tranquility" of 
certain sections of the people and above all by the 
politicians' wearying of the revolutionary struggle 
and moving off .to the Right. It gained momentum 
from the pressure of royalists and· reactionaries who 
adapted themselves to the revolutionary customs and 
speech of the times in order to save their own hides. 
The weak-kneed and weak-minded among the revo
lutionists yielded to the <social pressure of the reac
tionary class. 

The Thermidorian overthr'ow was not the open 
counter-revolution. On the contrary, it took place 
under the old banner and with the old watchwords 
s'carcelyaltered. l.'he Left wing Jacobins were de-. 
nounced by the Thermidorians as "agents of Pitt" 
(just as Oppositionists in Russia wer'e denounced as 
"agents of Chamberlain".) They wer'e :Charged with 
being merely a "few isolated individuals," "malevo
lent aristocrats" who were undermining the united 
fatherland. The Right wing Jacobins, who were 
unwittingly blazing the trail for the starkly counter
revolutionary Bonapartist dictatorship, calumniated 
the men they exe'cuted, imprisoned and banished, 
as "counter-revolutionists." 

The Bolshevik party today is not the party 
which took power in October 1917. It has gone 
through a period of social and political reaction. 
Its doctrine has been sapped at the foundation, dis
torted and corroded. It has swollen into a vast, 
shapeless mus by having hundreds of thousands of 
indiScriminately commanded workers and peasants 
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poured into its ranks untU it has lost that distinct
ness and independence essential to a revolutionary· 
party. It has been deprived or its principal functions 
by a usurpatory, bureaucratic apparatus which raised 
itself above it and replaced it. Its revolutionary 
wing has been violently torn from it by the Ther
midorian expulsions of the Left Opposition. 

The systematf:c crushing of the leading party 
of the proletariat, without which the dictatorship 
cannot be exercised in a revolutionary sense, not only 
accentuates the danger of Thermidor in the Soviet 
Ul'lion 'but, at a given point, also the threat of Bona
partism. On the road of degeneration which leads 
to the counter-revolutionary triumph, Thermidor and 
Bonapartism do not present stages differing in their 
'class foundation. In the Great French revolution, 
Bonapartism swiftly succeeded the 9th of Thermidor 
and the Directory. But this succession is as little 
ordained and inevitable as is the certainty of counter
revolution altogether; a fusion of the two stages, a 
modification of one or the other under the conditions 
of a new social epoch-these and many other possi
bllities are quite conceivable. The Right wing in 
the Russian party had its strength essentially in the 
classes and not in the ranks, more speciflcally, not 
in the apparatus of the party. The Right wing was 
so easily crushed on a party scale because it waa 
not pr'epared to make an open appeal for support to 
the class interests it represented,: the kulak, and 
the Nepman dependent upon him. The victory b1 
the Stalinist center over the Right wing triumvirate 
halted, for the time being, the advance of the Tber
midorian· forces, of those dark and backward agrarian 
interests which had been whipped up and nurtured 
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in the reactionary years of struggle against the Left 
Opposition. Only, this victory did not result in eli
minating the other, and more acute, phases of the 
counter-revolutionary danger. 

While both the Right and the Left wings of the 
party in the Soviet Union represent well-defined class 
forces and interests, the same cannot be said of' the 
Centrist apparatus. Classic petty bourgeois force, 
the graph of its policy r'eveals a broken line of 
leaps to the Left and to the Right ·which become 
shorter and more frequent with the aggravation of 
the crisis. It leans now upon the proletarian core 
of the country, as during the campaign against the 
Right wing, now upon the reactionary forces, as 
during the fight against the Left. It cannot find for 
itself a firm class foundation from which to operate; 
the closest it came to such a base was during the 
periOd of the idealization by the Stalin faction of 
the "middle peasant," a shifty social stratum which. 
far from serving as a solid class foundation, required 
one itself. 

The Stalin faction, however, has its strength in 
the party bureaucracy: it is the party bureaucracy. 
In the process of watering down the party until it 
is a bloated, shapeless mass, the apparatus has, at 
the same time, raised itself above the party to an 
unapproachable level and constituted itself a bureau
cratic caste. The diffused party mass is unable to 
reach this caste in order to change it, or to have it 
rellect the interests of the mass itself. The apparatus, 
on the other hand, after having strangled the party, 
must stillle all life within itself. We say "must" 
because it cannot refer any disputes in its ranks to 
the party mass below for fear of unleashing a force 
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that is inherently inimical to it. The whole bureau
cratic system, consequently, moves inexorably toward 
a condition in which a deer'easing number of individu
als deeide and speak for all; the number of these 
individuals today, to all practical purposes, is one, 
and his name is Stalin. 

Devoid of a class basiS, the apparatus is perme
ated principally with the desire for self-preservation 
and self-perpetuation. Its policies, in all their zig
zags, are subordinated essentially to this aim. The 
sickening Byzantine llattery of Stalin which is com
pulsory for every official, the conversion of the army 
and particularly of the G.P.U. into an instrument 
with which the Secretariat operates ever more ex
clusively--combined with the suppression of workers' 
democracy in general, and party democracy in partie. 
ular, that is, of the principal guarantees against a 
degeneration of the proletarian dictatorship-these 
are the signs of the present perIod in the Soviet 
Union. They disclose "the pr~nditions of the 
Bonapartist regime in the country". 

TaCking desperately between the various classes 
and social strata, the apparatu~ satisfies none of 
them. In this fact lies the danger that the mounting 
discontent of all sections of the population, and above 
all of the peasantry, will explode the very founda
tions of the Soviet power, that is, of the proletarian 
dictatorship. If the crisis breaks out into the open 
and reveals that the proletariat and its party have 
been so weakened that they cannot act decisively and 
victoriously then the counter-revolution will probably 

. assume the form of Bonapartism, of the iron man or' 
men "standing above the classes" and apparently 
mediating between the contending forces, resting fOl' 
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the time being upon the strength of the mUitary 
forces and the experienced cohesion of the bureau
cratic apparatus. It is this prospect whiCh reveals 
the Stalinist faction as the potential reservoir' of 
the Bonapartist danger. 

Superficial examination alone permits one to ex
'elude this possibility, as well as the possibility of a 
ThermidoriQ.n overturn, on the gr'ound of the so-called 
"liquidation of the kulak." , If this were actually the 
case, the danger would undoubtedly be considered 
diminished, although even then, not ellminate<J.. But 
a more careful scrutiny will reveal that the "liqui. 
dated kulak" is still a substantial force, more threat
ening in this respect, that his present activities and 
progress are not only concealed behind the admin
istratively established collective farms but are facili
tated by the rupture of the relations between town 
and 'country, worker' and peasant, rendered inevitable 
by the whole course of the Stalin bureaucracy. 

"The French Farmers," wrote Marx in his classic 
study of Bonapartism, "are unable to assert their 
class interests in their own name, be it by a parlia
ment or by convention. They cannot represent one 
another, they must themselves be represented. Their 
represenative must at the same time appear as their 
master, as an authority over them, as an uulimlted 
governmental power, that protects them from above, 
bestows rain and sunshine upon them. Accordingly, 
the political ~nfluence of the allotment farmer finds 
its ultimate expression in an executive power that 
subjugates the commonweal to its own autocratic 
Will." 

Such an executive power is present in the bu- . 
reaucratic appar'atus of the party and the Soviets. 
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J3'0r it to be fully fiedged as a Bonapartlst ruling 
machine, it must first receive baptism in the blood 
shed by a civil war, that inevitable concomitant to 
the overthrow of the proletarian dictatorship which 
the. reaction cannot hope to a vert. The overthrow 
itself, however, can be averted, but only by restoring 
the party of the proletarjat, the crushing of which 
has made possible the accumulation of all the in
ternal contradictions and the maturing of the counter
revolutionar'y factors. It is to achieve this restoration, 
to bring closer the day of its attainment, that the 
strength and activities of the Left Opposition are 
dedicated. 

Th~ International Left Opposition 

T HE Internationel Left Opposition has been con. 
stituted in every important country. It stands 

today formally outside of the official Communist 
parties, not as a matter of 'choice but of compulsion. 
In every case, its ranks are made up chiefly of Com. 
munist militants whose defense of the foundations 
of Leninism brought 8 bout their expulsion from the 
party. 

The crisis in the Communist Interilational has 
divided it into three camps: the, Right wing oppo
sition (Brandler, Lovestone, Roy); the bureaucratic 
Centr'ist taction of Stalin; and the Left Opposition 
group of the Bolshevik.Leninists. The fundamentel 
standpoint upon which the first two are united de
spite other differences, is the reactionary, nationalist 
theory of socialism in one country. This marks the 
main dividing line between us and the combined 
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Right wing and Center. The Left Opposition, in 
opposition to this theory, defends the Marxian con
ception of the permanent revolution, that is, of the 
uninterr'upted development of the world revolution 
which, starting in one country, can be maintained 
only by its extension on an international scale. 

The Left Opposition was and remains the, ir
reconcilable opponent of the international social 
democracy, the principal defender of bourgeois 
democracy. The Right wing is a bridge from the 
Communist movement to the social democracy. In 
the United states, Germany and Czechoslovokia, se'c
tions or the whole of the Right opposition have 
already passed over into the camp of the social 
democracy. What remains of this faction has no 
stable basis and no right to a separate existence. 
It vacillates constantly between social democracy and 
capitulation to Stalinism, with which it bas no fun
damental differen'ces. The Centrist faction supports 
the social democracy from the "Left." By its op
portunism, at one stage, and ultra-Leftism at another, 
it has enabled the social democratic leadel'lS to retain 
their control over millions of workers. 

At every stage of its struggles as a distinctive 
grouping, the Left OpPOSitIOn has defend'ed the fun
damental principles which its spokesmen and leaderR 
incorporated into the Russian Revolution and the 
Communist International in the early days of their 
existence. These principles, worked out theoretically 
by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky, and tested thru 
and thru by decades of struggles, wars and revolu
tions, ar'e the primary weapons of the world prole
tariat in its historic fight to emancipate itsel:f and 
the whole of humanity. These principles have been 
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undermined, distorted and violated by the ruling 
regime in the Soviet Union and the Communist In
ternational. In doing thts, it has led the Communist 
movement, and consequently the working class, from 
one defeat to another, until the fa,therland of the 
working class, the Soviet republic, is endangered and 
the organized revolutionary movement is in the throes 
of its severest crisis. 

The Left Opposition, in ita struggle for the re
,generation of the Communist movement, is fighting 
for the present and the future of the whole working 
class! 

January, 1933 
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